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ADVERTISEMENT. 
The intent of the author of this work is to discuss the 
questions of Land Tenure, Transportation, Elections, Educa-
tion, etc., from an American standpoint. The principal part 
of the work is now ready for the press; but, taking the 
advice of friends, I have concluded to print Part I (so much 
as pertains to the land question) in a separate pamphlet. 
J. T. 
Columbus, Ohzo, July, 1883. 
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AMERICAN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY. 
PART I. 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
Measured by the life time of the great nations of ancient 
and modero times we are yet a young people, though for full 
two hundred years we and our fathers have maintained char-
acteristics distinguishing us from the other peoples of Chris-
tendom; for, be it remembered, liberty and self-government 
bave been the heritage of the American people from the 
earliest colonia! days. The founders of Virginia, Massa-
éhusetts, Rhode lsland, Maryland, Pennsylvania and e>ther 
colonies were born .in nominal freedom, but in a land in 
which their equal right to participate in the affairs of govern-
ment was not recognized. They braved dangers and privations 
of the sea and the wilderness to èmancipate and enfranchi,se 
themselves and their children. They suffered and struggled 
for liberty-not only liberty of action-but liberty of thought. 
Our fathers were self-governing freemen before the Revolu-
tion. Up to that period they acknowledged the nominai 
sovereignty of the king of Great Britain; yet belore the 
northern breeze carried to the ears of Patrick Henry the din 
of resounding arms severa! generations of nàtive Americans 
(who in theory and practice were as pure demoi ratic repub· 
licans as any now living) had appeared on the stage and had 
passed away. Liberty was the birthright of our fathers. 
The surrender of Cornwallis secured for them independence 
and national sovereignty. 
We, the American people, are the heirs of humanity-
the heirs of all the generations of time. The original settlers 
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of the American colonics were English, Scotch, Irish, Welsh, 
French, Dutch, Germans, Swedes and Danes-substantially 
one people, though of differing politica! nationality and 
speaking different but kindred languages. Who were these 
people? They were a compound of the Celtic t;ibes of 
Western Europe and of Romans, Greeks, Hebrews and 
Carthaginians, with a preponderating admixture of the blood 
of the Goths, Vandals and other Teutonic nations and tribes 
which, age after age, during the gradua! decadence of the 
Roman empire, 
-" the fertile North 
Ponred ever from ber frozen Joins, to pass 
Tbe Rhine and the Danu•be, when ber barbarous sons 
Carne Iike a deluge on the South, and spread 
Beneath Gibraltar and the Libyan sands." 
The Teutonic conquerors of the Western empire were 
themselves a mixed people-a people, compounded by the. 
commingling of the blood of ali the nations, tribes and families 
which, thirty centuries ago, dwelt between Eastern Asia and 
Western Europe; between the Indus and the Arctic Circle-
remnants of the notable nations of antiquity-Babyl01'1ia1~s, 
Medes, Persians, Egyptians and Hebrews, as well as of the 
nam eless and almost numberless tribes of barbarians subse-
quently k11own as Scythians, Sarmatians, Sclavs, Finns, etc. 
The conquest of Western Europe by these people and their 
incorporation with the subjects of the falling empire "made 
new nations "-.Saxons, Anglo Saxons, Franks, Danes, Nor-
mans, etc., and finally English, French, Germans, Dutch, 
etc. To the '' noblest, the best and the bravest " of ali these 
nations the American people can tra·ce their origin. The 
ancestors ·of millions of our people were present at Marathon, . 
at Trasimenus and Cann~; they upheld the banners of Charlt>s 
Marte! at Tours, when three hundred thousarid infidels bit the 
dust, and the Christian world was redeemed from Moslem 
oppression ; they participatFd in the " doleful rout " of. 
çharlemagne and his peers at Fontarabia; victorious and 
vanquished, they fought in opposing ranks at Hastings with 
William and with Harold; at Crecy with Edward and with 
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Philip; at Bosworth Field with Richmond and with Richard ;. at 
Marston Moor with Fairfax and with Rupert ; at Dunbar with 
Cromwèll and with Leslie; at Aghrim with Ginkell and with 
St. Ruth. Transferred from Europe and its narrow preju-
dices, the founders of our Republic forgot the factions and 
quarrels of their native land. Men who, believing that they 
were fighting for principle, had encountered each other in 
mortal combat in the civil wars of France and Britain, met in 
America as friends, and agreed to ccinsign all past differences 
to oblivion, and to dwell together in peace. The free air of 
America imparted to them not only a love of politica! liberty, 
but a ketm sense of persona! independence; and, anticipating 
Jefferson by more than a hundred years, they knew without 
the teachings of a written declaration that God had created 
all men equa!. In vain did the ruling powers in England, 
France and Holland attempt to impose upon them the odious 
p'rinciple of feudalìsm and the subordination of man to man. 
All such attempts, except in the matter of negro slavery, 
were firmly and successfully resisted: But slavery, appealing 
as it did to cupidity and the love of wealth and power, proved 
too strong tor that sense of justice which is inherent in ali 
liberal minds. In an evil hour the fathers consented to make 
the black man an exception as regards the rights of humanity; 
and tor that error their posterity paid a fearful penalty. May 
not our children pay a like penalty for our own errors? 
If any people ever had a right to glory in their ancestors, 
surely Americans have that right. For a hundrerl genera-
tions the progenitors ot the American people have been the 
'' choice and master spirits" of each and every age. W e 
·belong to (and comtitute the leading member of) the progres -
sive and conquering race of mankind. We stand at the head 
of the great Teutonic family. We are more Anglo-Saxon, 
than the English of the present day; we are more German 
than the subJects of the Emperor William; we have with us 
more men of Swedish descent than reside in Swed~n ; more 
Dutch thap in Holland ; more Scotch than in Scotiand ; more 
lrish than in Ireland; more Welsh than :n Wa1es; and yet 
I , 
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(with the exception of a few alleged Irishmen, Germans, etc., 
who pose for votes just before election, and cut fantastic 
tricks in the face of heaven· and decency) we are all Ameri-
cans, proud of our country and its institutions, and ready,. 
according to our best lights, to spend and be spent in its 
sèrvice. Convince the average American that it is bis duty 
to do a. certain thing and he will do it, even at the risk of 
fortune, limb and !ife. Conviction comes through truth, and 
truth is revealed through full and free discussion .. 
I have sketched the origin and character of tbe American 
people as a premise to the conclusion that we bave a political 
and social system (a political and social philosophy, if you 
please,) peculiarly our own-radically differing from any now 
in vogue in Christendom, except in' Canada and Australia. 
In theory our polity and our institutions are as near to nature 
as a high civilization will permit; and the bighest civilization 
is not necessarily antagonistic to nature's laws and met,hods. 
If our practices are not in consonance with our theory, that 
fact is attributable to our negligence in adapting nature's rule 
to our changed, and ever changing, condition as regards pop-
ulation, wealth, production, etc. The forms of government 
established in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Connecticut 
mo.re than two centuries ago were natural, . just and expedj-
ent; and, though intended merely to regulate the public af-
fairs of a few thousands of settlers, scatt~red bere and ther~ 
in the wiiderness, were capable of indefinite expansion and 
applic~tion-contained, in fact, the germ of that politica! sys• 
tem which now prevails over ali of North America except 
Mexico. Y et the precise forms of government adopted by 
the Puritans and Quakers would n0t suffice for the govern-
ment of great còmmonwealths like Massachusetts and Penn-
.~ylvania as they exist to•day. The principle, how.ever, is as 
enduring as the procession of the heavenly spheres; and but 
slight modifications were required to adapt it to the govern-
ment of a natio11 which numbers its citizens by scores of 
m,ilJions. 
'' Liberty and property " was the rallying cry of our 
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fathers when they entered upon the work of emancipating 
themselves from f@uda.l slavery. The ,right ?f ·eac.h individua,l 
person to acquire, possess, and enjoy private property 'Ìs as · 
:sacred as his right to !ife and liberty. Such is, and ever has 
been, the Americ:an idea. For that reason the founders of the 
Republic rejected feudalism in ali its forms. h. the days of 
ieudalism the masses of the people were legaily incapable of 
o~ning private prnpe.rty. It required the sacrifi.ce of hun....: 
<lreds of thousands of lives before kings and nobles wcrnld 
acknowledge the rights of man the Ìfild•ividual-his right to 
the possessiol'l o{ himself and his earnings. Y et in these lat-
ter days we beho~d the spectacle of men who have receiv,ed 
the highest culture wh.ich famous seats of learning- can bestow 
-men wlrn assume to be philosophers and leaders of thougfut 
-urging a: retreat from the advances w"hich we have made i1a 
the directi,on of un,iversal liberty, equality and enfranchise-
ment, an-d a resto.ration of the feudal system 1:rnder new 
names an-d fo,rms. 
If we would preserve otu national chracteristics, and that 
personal dignity anò independence, that freedom of thowglit 
and action, whiGh we inherit from our fathers, we must ryjec-t 
the dreamy and incomprehensible theories of social science 
and politica! eccmomy which the alleged -,avants of England, 
France, Germany and Italy are now thrusting upon our at-
tention. I do n@t share the apprehensioRs of s0me that im-
migrants from Europe are inimica! to o·ur country ancl its insti-
tutions. The great body of European immigrahts were 
Americans in principle before they left their Native lafld, and 
when they have resided bere long enough to acéiluire the priv-
ileges of citizenship they become as th0rnugh Americans as 
afly of us. The foreigrì danger that menaces us comes in the 
shape of books written by men who occupy the places filled 
by Voltaire, Rousseau and kindred spirits a hundred years 
ago. The works of Voltaire and his coadjutors, v1ritten un-
der the guise of philosophical disquisition.s, inquir.ies into the 
origin and nature of things, expositions of the eternal veri· 
ties, etc., prepared the ininds of men to become actors in the 
2 
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tenific scenes,a-nè appalling tragedies of the Fre1\.Ch Revolì..i-
t.ion ;: and their theo-r.i.es-a,n<l mysticisrns, ha.cl. su.eh a maligll\ 
i.nflueFtce <:m the ,min.ds o,f some Amer.icans-- tha.t our infant 
i;epubli:c carne n,ear: being wreckedì dur-ing_ the ad-minisJ.ration, 
of WashiQ-gton. Ti:ue, Voltaire was misap,prehend.ed both in, 
Europe and A-meri~, and bis su-pposeò di-sciples per.petrated, 
excesses ro.ever con.templated. by hirn ;, but that fact tends to. 
exempJify the folly of talki."ng in i;idd.Ies-and dealing in enig; 
mas when, discu9Sing ser.ious prnblems, · 
It may be that anothei: so-eia! a.md pol-itical u.pheaval like: 
the French Revolution is n.ecessary in E.urope, and that the· 
socia! ph.ilooophers of E.ng.land,. France and Germany are (une 
tsonsciously, perhaps,-) sowing th.e wind preparatory to har. 0 
vesting a whirlwind such as the ear.th has no.t produced for.· 
many ag,es. The wrong.s su.ffered by many of the common, 
people of E.urope are, indeed, almos-t insufferahle ;. and per. -
haps no ,edr.ess can be 1lad. except through revolutionary and, 
anarchica! violence. But every wrong suffered by aray portio°' · 
of the Ameri.can peop-le can be redressed by peaceful, lawful 
and legitimate rnethods-withou.t a reign of terror~ and with _ 
out a resort to musket,. cannon, dynami,te and the torch. I . 
Bath the premises an.d the conclusions (as far as they arri ve 
at conclusions), of European politica! economists and socia) 
philos0phcrs,are inapplicable to the peop-le and government 
of tbc,: Uni.ted States. Here the foundation of our sociah 
aFtd politi.ca! fabr.ic rest upon the r~ck of ages-justice, equaE 
r:ights and popular consent. Our theories are correct even 
accord.ing to the reasoning of the "'advanced thinkers" of 
Europe . Whatever is wrong with us is. the res.ult of a mis-
application or 1100 applicati.on of fondamenta! principles, the 
soundness of which is admitted by alL On the contrary, the: 
foundations of government in E.urope, (even in republican, 
France and semi-republican Britain) rest upon the sandy _and 
unstable substructure of force-naked fotce. Here we have 
liberty regufa ted by law and consen.t. The liberties of the 
people of Europe are regulated by law and the bayonet. 
Should the standing armies of Europe be disbanded no gov-
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-ernment on the continent, except Switzerlan.d, could exist 
lfor a week-ali, ali, :would be swept away 1-ike shocks of corn 
before a cyclone. Would it be wise on the part of the peo-
iple of the linited Sta-tes, after having eAjoyed the blessings 
•of self-governrnent for two an_d a ha1f centuies, to ·abando!\ 
the paths of safety rnarked out by Liberty aAd rnade smooth 
by Expe>rience, -and seek among the subjects of kings and 
emperors for engirieers to "b\aze'' us new roads through the 
òismal wilderness of Mysticism, Communìsm and Socia1 
Democracy·? · 
Whenever the people of the U nited States abandon their 
òistinctive Armericanism they abandon• all those '' great 
genera! and essential principles of liberty aAd free govern-
ment" for _ which their fathers toiied an1 struggled, and for 
which many of them sacrificed their lives on the field of battle 
'Or in prison.. It is fashicrnable just now, especially in high 
reducational circles, to c;laim, or rather to regretfully conced€, 
that our country has never yet produced even one '' great 
thinker." I most fervently thank God that she has not, and 
my prayer is that she never may ! It seems to me that great 
thinkers, like great conquerors, are instruments raised up by 
the Almighty to scourge the nations becausc of their corrup-
tions· and ìniquities. In all ages great thinkcrs have acted 
the part of John the Baptist to great conquerors. Vol-
taire was a fair sample of the gre;:it thinker; Napoleon 
was a fair sample of the great conqueror. Though America 
has produced no great thinker, yet she has produced a multi-
tude of men who could, and can, think and reason in the light 
of nature, and, therefore, think and reason correctly and 
practically. We are a nation of praétical thinkers, though by 
no means deficient in imagination, and in the cultivation of 
the '' humanities." American thinkers laid the foundation and 
reared the superstructure of the freest and at the same time 
the strongest government known among men. Some years 
agq a distinguished American or_ator said: "Ours is the ~nly 
genuine repYblic that now exists, _or that ever has existed, on 
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the earth." That was a concise and accurate sta,tement of · 
the .iàct. All future rep,U1blics mr1y safely a,do,p,t 0ur mQdeL 
An American whose mind is- not tnlllddled and dazedi with, 
Europ€an mysticism a1ways reaisofl!S i.n direct J.ines---aims tq. 
see the enid. from the beginning. V: our E.uropea,T)l philosopher 
reasons i-n circles, or rather in a series of eccentric circles 
whose 1-rfles cross and recross each other ÌT)l a maz.y and 
Jabaryflthian s-tyle-begi,nn,ing il'l! mist and ending in mist. I 
once read a lrttJ.e book o{ so•me thirty pages, entitledi, "Noth-
. ing by No body.,., It was a splen,did specimen of grandilo-
quent::·e, abounding in tmisms- amd aphorisms; word was piled 
upon word and sentence upon sentence; the reader's attention, 
was riveted to the pages- as by a fascination, and expectation 
was on tiptoe, for each sentence ~n,dkated that th€ point and 
pith of the matter wou.ld be found in the next, but the word 
" FINIS" was reached before the point appeared. The pre-
sum ption is that that book was written by some E.uropean 
philosopher, and was sent forth as the precursor of scores of 
books on politica! economy and kindred subjects which have 
appeared during the last twenty yéars. 
I have forgotten the name of the philoso,pher who said : 
., It is impossible fora man to communicate to others, that 
which he knoweth not himself." No doubt he was an Amer-
iican-perhaps Franklin, for Franklin always reasoned io 
direct lines. The inference is that 'a man who knows any 
thing, and knows it well, can impart his knowledge to others. 
It may be that those Europear.. writers have a dear mental 
conception of the topics on which they treat; but, if so, they 
are unfortunate in not possessing the capacity to communicate 
their knowledge to others, especially to Americans. It is 
unnatural for an American to reason like an Englishman, a 
Frenchman or a German. When an American, especially an 
American professor or politician, imagines that he knows all 
about Adam Smith, Mili, Spencer, Leveleye, and half a 
dozen other European writers on politica! economy and other, 
abstruse subjects, his friends should look after him; "send 
for the wise woman ;" go with him hunting or fishing; induce-
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him to "go to his umcle's in the country." He is pretty far 
gone, and may do mi,schief if not restrained by persuasion or 
force. The American whose brain is mud,dled with European 
ideas of politieal economy is very apt to forget the meaning 
of plain Saxon words. If he be a "scholar " he will-before 
delivering a lecture on political economy to a college class, 
or to a mixed audience of farmers, merchants and mechanics 
-take such words as '' rent," '' inter~st," '• capi tal," ''labor," 
'' profit," etc., and translate them from English into Greek; 
from Grcek into Latin, from Latin into German, from German 
into French, and from French back into English-being 
exceedingly careful to note and analyze all of the varied 
shades of meaning in each of the several languages. When 
he mounts the rostrum he informs his h earers that in the 
"science" of political economy the words " rent," "interest," 
"land," '' capitai," etc., have certain fixedand definite mean~ 
ings-he well knowing (if he has read the works of the 
masters of the '' science ") that authors do not agree in term-
inology, and that A uses a word i11 one sense, B in another, 
and C in stili another, He announces that in the present 
lecture he will elucidate three leading topics in political 
economy,-" CAPITAL, RENT, lNTEREST." He then proceecls-
to give the politico-economie definition of the words, first in, 
English, then in Greek, then in Latin, then in German, then 
in French, and then muste.ring and arraying all of the Greek, 
Latin, German and French synonyms he translates the whole 
batch into English and distributes knowledge among his 
auditors by the shovelfull. That may not be an exact-deline-
ation of the methods of some of owr great educators, but it is. 
nota bad sample. An hour and a half may be consumed in 
defining the politico-economie meaning of three words-
words used every day by millions of men who are so, simple 
that they believe they know their signification, w.hen ('' scien-
tifically" speaking) all such words are Greek, Latin, Arabic: 
and Choctaw to them; and Greek, Latin, Arabic and Choc:-
taw they will remain till they go down in sorrow to their 
graves if they continue to waste their time in listening to the 
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lectur.es of '' learned " men who themselves know n0thing of 
amy practical value, andare, therefore. incapable of imparting 
foformation to others-men whose discourses are '' like a tale 
told by an idiòt, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing." 
Happily, however, we have American professors and teachers 
who · think and reàson Iike Americans-think and reason in 
direct lines-men who can lày down their premises and state 
their conclusions in language intelligible to every one who 
knows the use of his mother tongue. Tl1ey have no occa-
sion to define the meaning of words, for they so construct 
their sentences, so arraT!ge their line of argument, tlnat each 
word is understood in its intended sense, without a resort to 
definitions. They recognize the fact that severa! hundred 
words in our language have a distinctively American meaning 
-a meaning that is puzzling arid bewildering to the avetage 
Englishman ; and when speaking to Americans they employ 
such words in the American sense. The great majority of 
professors in our institutions of learning are that class of men. 
It is to be regretted that they do not more frequently appear 
before pub!ic audiences. 
It is said, and said truly, that Americans are too prac 
tical, too busy, too eager to acquire wealth ; and it is charged 
that that American charactcristic is the natural outgrowth of 
our institutions. Such is not the fact. Lust for wealth, and 
\he power which wealth confers, is a vice inherent in human 
nature-a vice which, though injurious to mankind, the body 
politic cannot suppress or eradicate, except at the sacrifice of 
liberty of thought and action. The state, however, may 
rightfully impose restraints upon the acquisition of wealth. 
The possession of exorbitant wealth not being necessary to 
the happiness of individuals, the state should intervene to 
restrain, discourage or prohibit such acquisition, whenever 
the public good requires such intervention. . The legai rule 
is that every man has the right to possess and enjoy ali the 
wealth he can lawfully acquire. That rule is jùst, and no 
honest man will undertake to gainsay it. But if the right of 
Dives to possess property to the extent of $100,000,000 neces-
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sarily involves the abject poverty of 100,000 Lazaruses, then 
the right of Dives must lapse-in his case the law becomes 
inoperative; for, surely, no just law will require that IOG,ooo 
men shall be clothed in rags and subsist upon crnmbs t}wown 
from · the tabi es of the rich, to the end that one man rnay roll 
in luxury or slrnt up in his garners, to be destroyed by 
weevil, moth and mildew, grain sufficient to fumish bread fora 
multitude of men as good as he. That, of course, is an 
extreme case ;. b11.t the statement of such a case illustrates a 
p,rinciple which cannot safely be ignored. But may not the 
state properly i.ntervene to prevent the possibility of such an 
unequal distribution of the good things of life? We ali know 
that it is utterly impossible fpr any oné man to earn $ 100, -
000,000 during a !ife time-that is, legitimately earn and 
acquire such a su01. Yet fortunes o.f that magnitud~ bave 
been acquired by some o( our countrymen within twenty or 
twenty-five years. If their estates were lawfolly acquired,. 
then the law shomJd be changed, for it is patent t::> every man 
of sense that the law never contemplated any such thing. 
The state should, therdore, intervene and so change the law . 
as to provide against the recmrence of such things in future . 
That would be doi,ng no inj ustice to any one-that wo11.ld be 
applying the American rule of " the greatest good to the 
greatest number." 
Alleged ''anti-monopolists" are just now raising a hue 
and cry against corpurations,-railroad corporations, especial-
ly. Do not these supposed reformers know that they are on 
the wrong trai!? They are doing the very things which the 
real monopolists desire them to do. They are, by their in-
cendiary utterances,. uniting in one solid body the holders of 
stocks and bonds in ali the corporations from one end of the 
U nion to the other. Why not go to the bottom of things? 
Why not open the anti-monopoly batteries U?On the manip-
ulators of stocks and bonds issued by the great transporta- . 
tion lines-men who alternately act as '' bulls " and as. 
•' bears" in the stock market, who make pretended ' ' war" 
on each other in order to "bear" the market and then make 
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peace in order to " bull" it; at the same time dividing the 
spoil with· holders of grain a.nd provisions whose commodities 
have been carried to market at half price; thus fleecing their 
fellow stockholders and the general public. While "bear-
ing" the market they purchase an the stocks and bonds that 
may be offered at less than their value; when they "bull" 
the market they aim to get more than the securiti€s are 
worth, and they generally succeed. If there be no law to 
put an end to such practices, that is not because of any de-
fect in the fundamental principles upon which our govern-
ment and 'institutions are based. Let those principles be 
applied according to. their original intent and meaning-let 
them be adapted to existing circumstances-and there will be 
a "panie" among the great "bears" and the great "bulls. " -
Corporations are necessities of commerce and industry. The 
man who makes war upon corporati-ons, as such, makes war 
upon the whole community-makes war upon every indus-
tria! interest in the nation. A war upon the '' interior rings '' 
who contro! and manage our great transportation lines would be 
sustained by holders ot stocks and bonds as well as by intel-
ligent men in every walk of !ife. Practically, we are ali agreed 
that corporations, being 'the creatures of the law; should be 
compelled to obey the law; but we shot.J<l distinguish between 
corporations and the men who have usurped their privileges 
and franchises. 
It is said (and no doubt on good authority) that one man 
reteives as rental on real · estate in the city of New York up-
wards of $3,000,000 a year. Is not that an enormous tax to 
be levied on the commerce and industry of a single city? Is 
it just that any man should possess the power to make such a 
levy a'nd enforce collection? Must it not be true that the 
existence of that man is the cause of untold wretchedness, 
poverty and crime? But he lawfully acquired or inherited 
his estates, and, therefore, the law must maintain him in their 
possession and enjoyment. Yes. But may not the law be 
justly changed so as to forbid the descent of these vast estates 
to bis children? Does not the safety of ' the commonwealth 
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demand that such change be made in the law? . lf the pos--:~ 
session of so much real. estate by a single person menaces the 
peace of the .state, rnay :not the state prnvide against the-
acquisition · and possession of ·such . overgrown fortunes? If. 
not, then the state p.osses~es no power to make provision for 
its own peace and sa:fety. ., 
Despite the excellence of the fundamental principles of our 
govern~ent, it must b~ confessed that those principles, if not 
appiied in praè:tice, must sooner or later become inoperative. 
benuse of non-user. The fact is indisputable that monstrous 
abuses h_ave developed during the last twenty -years-,abuses 
which bave become so incorporated with political, industrial 
and cornmercial praqices .and custo91s that they appear to thé;, 
. 1mreflecting observer as necessary parts of our politica!, social 
and economie institutions-as necessary evils which must be 
end1,1red. ; In the opinio~ of many good .and patriotic men 
these abuses are. a standìng menace to peace and order, and-
even the existence of free government. The principal abuse?. 
may be enumerated th.us : ( r) Land monopoly, or th.e absorp:_ 
tion of all the soil of the country by a part of the people; (2)_ 
the unv,rarrantable power assumed by great corporations, and 
the refusal of these bodies, or their managei:s, to subordinate 
th-=mselves to the law of the land; ( 3) the corruption of 
public officers and legislative bodies; (4) the corrupt use ·of 
money in elections, especially in primary elections ,and party 
conventions; (S) conflict between capita! and labor; (6) 
inefficency in educational methods, and insufficiency of school, 
funds ; (7) widespread indifference in matters. of religion ; ( 8) 
the use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage. The remedies 
proposed for these abuses-these manifest evils-are more 
multifarious than the practices or customs complained of. 
Each reformer, or school of reformets, stands ready to indicate. 
a remedy; and they all demand legislative action-the 
generai impression among reformers being that radical changes 
in our national and state constitutions must be made before 
these abuses can be eradicateci. It is claimed that a consti · 
tutional amemlment was required for the abolition of slavery.· 
3 
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True eniO\l'gh; ·but-tbe e'xistenée '.('}fsfav·ery, ancl' the su,pposecll 
right of p-ro-perty in man, · was reeugnized in, positive terms by 
th·@· Na!tio-nal co,n,stitution. Not so, as to· the other evils· and 
abuses complaitl'ed of. When ,incidentaUy referred to in any 
of our cons-titutio11s-, they are repnoibated as. pernicious prac-
tices to be swppressed by Iaw and public opinion. No injuri~ 
ous monopoly, no perniiclaus practiee, can pleaél cotrntitutiona;~ 
~anction. Wliere legislative· remeclies are requireef, canno,tr 
. they be applied withòut rèsort to ehangès io the foncliainénta) 
Jaw? And is it not true that . many o.f the evils complained 
of are· nat \,Vithin the pmview of legis-lative action ? A custom' 
which may hav~ been harmless in its-i~ception, half a century 
<;>r a century ago, may now be inyurrous ancl oppressive to mil-
Iions of people. Whenever such custom has acq.uired the 
force af law, ~hauld it oot be abc:ilished by pc;sitive statute? 
We often bear the remark tha:t the average American 
1abo.ring · man has more comfort& about bis house than the 
nobility of Europe -could command three lmndred years ago 
__:._that Ame-rican laborers have hòusès, forniture, élothing 
and ·food swch as Queen Elizabeth would have envied in the 
days of her glory. That is perhaps true. But is it not also 
true that the average American workingman is a more intelli-
geFlt and refined gentleman than the average nobleman of the 
sixteenth century ; and his wife and daughters are habituated 
to the use of comforts and luxuries such as were undreamed 
of by the maids of honor at Queen Elizabeth's court? ls it 
not also true that the American workingman earns ali that 
he gets? and is he not entitled to ali that he earns ? If from 
any cause, or from numerous causes, laboring men are 
defrauded as to their rights and earnings, is it not the duty 
of patriots, regardless of wealth or poverty, to assist them in 
regaining their lost · rights? Is not that the ·path of honor 
and safety ? Is not the · idea too prevalent with u5 that the 
chief end of man is to acquire property, money, stocks and 
bonds-no ·matter how the acquisition may be made, if not 
in flagrant violation of law or custom? Is it not true that 
property, liberty and order are menaced because of the preva-
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iel'lee of1that idea? W0rkinginen, it is said, are oft:en· umrea• 
sonable i'n thefrdernancls, and ready to break out in i io,tou-s 
pr<!><;:e~din-gs withomt adequate cause-to bamd together for the 
-de5.truction ~f life and· prnperty, uoder prete_nse of iredressing 
grjeyances which .are merely :imaginar.y. Perhaps so. But it 
should l'lev~r be forgotten that dvilized men \vho ha.ve no 
homes-who depend Mpon daily work for daiiy subsisten,ce-
.are always dangerous. Whether with or without just cause, 
a hungry mob is destructive; and we know not when. the 
time may come when the failure of a cr,op, or some similar 
cause, may reduce a million or two of American workingmen 
to the condition of paupers and beggars. Have business-
men forgotten the scehes which were enacted in our cities a 
few years ago? Except in a few localties no great damage 
was don e, but there was terrible '' thundering in the index." 
Men whose courag-e never failed them in the darkest hours of 
our great civil war, when a million of disciplined men were 
arrayed in · arms against the government, stood upon our 
streets with blanched faces in the presence of unorganized 
mobs, and knew nol where to turn for relief. Communism 
was almost triumphant in nearly one half of the cities of tht: 
Union, though not oHe tenth of the rioters knew anything 
about the principles of Communism.• Of course, mobs are 
always suppressed in the end. But what cioes the suppression 
of mobs by the military arm involve? Does it not necessa-
rily involve a large standing army, to be mainl:ained by the 
people's labor ?-does it not involve the destruction of popu-
lar liberty, no matter what the form of government may be ? 
The question of monopoly, especially of land monopoly, 
is of paramount impnrtance-is, in fact the question of the 
age. The crisis is upon us, and statesmen, politicians, land 
holders, merchànts and manufactures, should not delay in 
recognizing th,e fact. "A prudent man foreseeth the evil 
and hideth himself; but the simple pass on and are pun-
ished," L Proverbs xxii, 3 ] Silence and apparent indifference 
will not much longer suffice to keep the land question Ol!lt of 
active politics. The question is, " Will some existing party 
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ha\le the nerve to.dea1 with and solve the problem?" If nò 
e~isting-pa-rty possesses the wisdom and the courage · to cor-
rect-the manifest evils and defects of our land system, may 
we not reasonably expect the rise of a new party-possibly a 
revolutionary, destructive and impracticable party-that will 
command a majority of votes ? 
AMERICAN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY. 
PART I.- CHAPTER I. 
THE QUESTI ON OF THE AGE. 
§ 1. Shall the American laqd system continue as at p-res• 
ent, or shall it be reformed? Shall the law forever permit a 
Vanderbilt, a Gould or an Astor to purchase and hold land 
equivalent ifl area and productiveness to a great State like 
Pennsylvania or Ohio ? Shall great corporations, mar.e soul-
less than any Vanderbilt, Gould or Astor, be permitted to 
hold title to real estate equal in area and productiveness to 
the German empire? Shall the law of reason and nature be 
so perverted, so misconstrued, as to place title to land on 
the same footing as tftle to a horse, a cow, a pig or a bale of 
merchandise? These and kindred questions are now pend-
ing before the American pèople ; and if not satisfactorily 
solved by the present generation of Americar.is, our immedi-
ate posterity will, most assuredly, be involved in trouble-in 
civil convulsions, wars and revolutions, in which the ~ubstance, 
if- not the name, of liberty must perish. 
§ 2. Ifa Vanderbilt or a Gould may purchase and lawfully 
hold a territory sufficient for a kingdom or an empire, will he 
not possess more power over the people residing upon his 
land than any king or emperor in Europe-more, even, than 
the autocratic Czar of all Russias? If any man may lawfully 
acquire a title in fee simple to all of the real estate in a city, 
township or county, will he not be absolute lord and ruler 
over the people of that city, township or county, notwith-
standing the existence of the right of suffrage in the mass of men 
I 
I 
I . 
~ 
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-notwithstanding the observance . of republican forms ? If 
any man be permitted to hold title to more land than he can 
cultivate and utilize by the labor of himself and family, must 
not other men and other families be deprived, to a greater .or 
less extent, of the opportunÙies of earning a livelihood ? If 
o_ne-tenth of the people own nine-tenths of all the land ifl any 
given district, wiÌl not that one -tenth of the population have 
an undue advantage over the nine tenths who own no land? 
Can equality of civil and politica! rights be maintained, 
except in theory, so long as a fraction of the people are in 
p ossession of .nearly all of the natural opportunities for pnr 
ducing subsistence and .vealth? 
§ 3_ Mr. Henry George, in his 0 " Pi::ogress ànd Poverty," 
maintains . that ali, or nearly all, of the 'politica! and· sociàl 
evils of the age-ignorancè, vice, poverty, idleness, tramps, 
overflowing jails, penitentiaries, almshouses and the like-are 
directly traceable to land monopoly, · or rather to private 
ownership of land ; for ali private ~wnership, he holds; is 
monopoly, no matter how srnall the ·holding. Thus : If I 
as?ert ownership to a city or village lot;: or to a few acres of 
land in the c~untry, even if the tract be Iess than I can culti-
vate with my own hancls, or even if it be covered with 
buildings erected by me, I am i u~urper of the· rights of ali 
other men, women'and children in the vicinity, each of whom 
has the same right to the land that I have. That is the sub-
stance of his argument, covering near three hundred pages of 
his • book. 
§ 4. The land of a nation is the common property of all 
its citizens, according to Mr. George, there,fore, the assertion 
by an individua! of private and exclusive ownership over any 
g iven area of the earth's surface, however smaU, is simple 
usurpation. His remedy is a resumption by the peop)e-
the government-of ali land .grants to private persons and 
corporations, to the end that the people may be restored to 
their primitive rights. · · 
§ 5. There are great numbers of men who hold . that 
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George's proposition is tao absurd to require seripus consid-
eration. That assumption is unsqund. No such question can 
be disposed of by refosing to consider and discuss it. Mr. 
George is a forcible writer. The premises on whìch he bases 
his arguments are specious and plausible, and it cannot be 
denied that many of his facts and deductions are unanswerable 
-wild and impracticable as his proposed remedy may be. 
It is not alone politica! adventurers and demagogues, Com-
rnunists, Socia! Democn;1ts and other " landless resolutes " 
who agree with, the author of "Progress and Poverty." He 
has arrayed _on his side nota few of our ablest literary men, 
magazine writers, Presidents and Professors in colleges and 
universities, statesmen and jurists of recognized ability and 
integrity, tog'ether v,·ith some leading merchants arid man11-
facturers. Managers and editors of daily and weekly news-
papers would also side with him we'.e it no~ far the fear of 
giving umbrage to the supposed omn,ipotent power of land 
holclers and dealers and speculators in real estate. 
§ 6 We have laws on our statute books which prohibit 
the forestalling of the market in the necessaries of life. Why 
should not the law forbid the forestalling of the . market in, 
land, since by the use of land, and in that way alone, can the · 
necessaries of life be procu,red by human labor? · 
§ 7 In some of the States the farmers, having a majority 
of voiles in legislative bodies, have enacted severe laws against 
making "corners" in grain and provisions, and against "cleal-
ing in futures" in such things. These laws are popular, and 
are enforced by the courts whenever a case is made. l!f an 
Ohio, Illinois and Iowa farmer may own one, two or three 
thousand acres of land, ( as a large n um ber of them do}° 
whether he cultivates it or not,_· what is that but making a 
, , corner" in land ? If I buy land or city lots not far pers©n-
al use, but to hold far a rise, what is that but "deali-ng in fo-
tures ?" 
§ 8. Dealing in futures in grain, provisions and other 
necessari es of lif e is a risky operati on on the part of the 
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dealer, since the margin of profit may be on the wrong sicle, 
and. it is, at the worst, but a transient evil. At1d tl)e same is 
true as to " corners" in grain, provisions and other perishable 
·property. Combinations to "corner" bread, meat, and the 
like, may succeed in raising priees temporarily; but the reac-
tion which is almost certain to foll@w creates a free market, 
and the prices decline to a point as far below the average 
value as the ''corner'' had raised them above it ; so trhe eon-
sumer at the end of ,the year has paid only the average price 
of the article purchased.' But how is it with the land specu 
1ator, the maker of the real estate "corners, " the dealer in 
land futures? Ha~ he not, if he be a man of discernment, 
a safe investment for his money? .Is not the element of risk 
wholly elimina.ted in his case ? It is impossible fora reaction, 
or a genera! decliue in prices, to ruin him, as in the case of 
. the dealer in grain and provision '' futures. " In nine cases 
out of ten the decline in nomina! value~ does not affetst him 
in the leàst, for he is under no obligation to sell, and, unlike 
meat, potatoes and apples, his land will neither rot nor 
become stale~its existence being "from everlasting to 
everlasting." His earthly ''future" is safe against ali poss( 
ble contingencies. He or his posterity is sure to gather in 
the wealth consequent upon the growth òf population in thc . 
vidnity-sure to reap the reward of other men's toils and 
struggles. 
§ 9. When the writer was a youth he was compellecl, iri 
order to acquire the . rudiments of an education, to walk a 
mile arid a half through a dense forest to a log school house. 
Why? Because dealers in land '' futures " had purchased 
. from thc government, at $ r. 2 S per acre about one half of 
the land in the district-the district consisting of nearly half 
a township. That land they held for a full generation, neither 
improving it themselves nor permitting any on~ · else to 
improve it. lt was afterwaréls sold by their children· (ne;irly 
ali of whom squande~ed the proceeds in riotous living) at 
prices equal to · the value of improved farms in the vicinity. 
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That is bat a fair sample of the who!e counti"y northwest of 
the Ohio river and west ef the Mi$~issippi. 
§ 10. Nothing is mo.re certilin than that the value of land 
depends upon density of population. That fact is patent to 
every man of observatfon-is universally recognized, And 
from that acknowleclged fact J.Y,rr. George deduces his theory 
that ali private ownetship in fand is fundamentally wrnng~a 
flagmn:t usurpation. His proposition, briefly stated, is that / 
without population in the yicinity land is worth nothing-at / / 
any rate, worth no more t© a civilized man than to a savage. 1/ 
Is not his positi?n i1np11egnable? If, therefore, population 
(which in civilized · coipmunit.1es implies the presence of 
capital and labor) cons·titutes the sole foundation of lanc;i 
values should n~t the , individua! factors composing 
. the community partjcipate equally in the benefits de-
rived from the value created by the pres~nce and labors of 
multitudes of peop~é? Such, in substance, are the queries 
propounded by the advocates of the abolition of private 
property in land. How shall such queries be answered? 
Surely, not by contemptuous silence, not by raising the cry 
of demagogy, Communism and Socia! Democracy. Thei~ 
premises are not unsound. But may false or unsound con: 
clusions be deduced ( or rather, forced) from sound premises? 
That inquiry will be pursued further along. 
§ 11. But it is said that a limitation of the ar~a of land 
that may, bé held by one individuai would tend to discourage 
stock raising, for the reason that large areas are necessary to 
the successful breeding of neat- cattle, sheep and other 
animai~; -.t)Jerefore, small holdings would result in an increased 
ànd ever increasing, price òf ll?eat, wool,, peltries, etc. That 
is sheer nonsense. · Statistics show that small holdings tend 
to increase the nurnber and value of useful animals-horses, 
neat cattle, sheep, hogs, turkeys, chickens, geese and ali 
kinds of domestic quadrupeds and fowls-in any given area in 
a civilized community. 
§ 12. Five thousand acres occupied by fifty proprietors, 
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w·ith their families, _will sustain twice as many ·quadmp~ds and 
fowls as the same area occupied by five proprietors, with their 
families and laborers ; and the surplus food ('over family con-
sumption) produced by the fifty proprietors will double that 
produ.ced by the five proprietors. This for the reason that 
small holdings tend to diversity of products, while large 
holdings tend toward specialties_.:_to the cultivation of _ corn, 
wheat or barley, orto the breeding of Cé.\ttle, sheep or hogs; 
§ 13. Y our lord of a thousand or two thousand aères will 
not be '' bothered" with the cultivation of cabbages, potatoes, 
turnips, beets; onions, carrÒts, peas, beans, etc., beyond the 
necessities of family consumption, and frequently not even to 
that extent ; neither will he be '' bothered " with tùrkeys, 
chickens, geese, ducks or guin~a fowls. No: He can do 
better. He does not dea! in small things. He sells corn or 
wheat by thè thousands of bushels, and he sells cattle, sheep 
or hogs by the '' bunch," each "bunch" furinging him $500, 
$1,000 or $2,000. Why should he "bother" himself about 
apples, peaèhes and pears, strawberries, butter and honey? 
§ 14. Large holdings develop rich farmers; small hold. 
ings develop rich agricultural communities, rich counties and 
rich states. A very rich nation may be composed of persons 
who are not individually rich-of persons in moderate cir. 
cumstances. If all, or a great majority, of such persons be 
proprietors of the soil of the nation they will be so many 
pillars of the state-men 
"With Atlantean shoulders fitto bear 
The weight of mightiest monarchies;'' 
Is it not safer and better that the state rest upon ten or twenty 
millions of such pillars than upon the shoulders of a few 
thousands of men with heads of gold, bodies of brass, legs of 
iron and feet of clay ? 
" 
PART I.-CHAP.TER II. 
CORRECTIVE LEGISLATION NEEDED. 
§ 1 The policy of our government of permittìng individ-
uals to purchase unlimited acres of land at the minimum price 
was vicious from the beginning. Land speculators going in 
advance of settlers, appropriated the greater portion of the 
choi€e lands. Thei:i. the settler had the altematives (I) ·to 
settle on inferior land, ( 2) to ray the specula tor an advance 
of three, four and five hundred per cent., or, (3) like the 
Wandering J ew, to "move on.'' In either case the specula-
tor put money in his purse, without rendering any equivalent; 
for if ·settlers took up and improved inferior lands in the 
vicinity, or if they settled on and improved lands in the town~ 
ship next west, north or south, up, up went the selling value 
of the speculator's land. Such is the effect of civilization-
such the effect of increased population. 
§ 2. Should not the people of the United States demand 
of Congress (and make the demand in terms which Congress 
dare not disregard) to reverse the National land policy in all 
the new Stat~s and Territories-in .all places where the title 
vests in the gciver·nment? Within twenty years, uòder 
the existing policy there will be no public lands fit for huma~ 
habitation, Where, 'then, will be the poor man's city o.f ref-
uge? Where shall he fly to escape oppressi on ? 
· § 3. We make a merit of sympathizif')g with the poor, 
landless Irish, ,while fostering and legalizing a system of lapd 
monopoly in 'ilo way materially differing from the Irish sys~ 
tem, except for th_e worse; · for the British government çlairr_1s 
the dght to in,t~rvene, and does int;ervene, , to mitigate t,l:i.e 
oppressio,ns and atroci ti es of la,ndlordi?m,, yVhile ip tl\is , la.nd 
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of the free, the tendency, in both national and )ocal govern- -
ments, is to abdicate all power, to relinquish all cemtrol, and 
let the great landlords add possession to possession, and. 
manage their improved estates, and their waste estates, ac-
cording to individwal interest, whim or fancy, even though 
some of these landlords be great corpor_ations, artificiaJ 
persons, created by statute for purposes other than managing 
landed estates, and of dealing and speculating in lands. If 
these things be not corrected, two generations will not pass 
away until we shall be invoking the syrnpathy òf the Irish 
people in our own behalf. · 
§ 4. What was the intent of Congress in granting 
millions of acres of land to railroad corporations ? Will any 
man have the hardihood to assert that the intent was to 
ereate corporatiol)s whose landed estates should equal the 
area of great commonwealths, kingdorns and empires, and 
whose opulent chiefs should rivai the splendors of an-
cient Orienta! royalty? No. The intent was to aid in the 
construction of highways deemed. essential to national safety 
and convenience. The expe<Ctation was that the companies 
woulè put the lands upon the market at about the price of 
public lands in the same vicinity, not hold them on specula-
tion, and for the purpose of parcelling out lordly and royal 
estates to the managers, their sons and favorites. True, the 
acts of Congress do not express the legislative intent as 
clearly as · they should have clone, though the intent is clear 
enough to any honest seeker after truth. Why should not 
Congress, without delay, pass acts declaratory of the origina! 
intent, requiring the companies to sell at gòvernrnent price, 
and in limited quantities, lands to all corners who declare 
their intention to occupy and cultivaté the estates so aèquired? 
In default of such sale, why should not Congress authorize 
the entry of the land by private persons, and the issue of a 
patent to the purchaser, va.cating the patent to the company? 
Would that be impairing the obligation of th~ origina! con-
tract, especially if t~e proceeds of the sale be turned over to 
the company? I affirm that it would not, and that such 
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action would work no injustice to the company and its 
creditors. "The safety of the commonwealth is the supreme 
law ;" and no commonwealtih can be safe which nourishes in 
its bosom corporations or individuals possessin,g greater 
power and authority than itself. 
§ 5. Moreover, these corporations should be forbidden to 
convey to any indivinual, land beyond a certain limit, say 
640 acres, and then only upon the filing of a d.eclaration of 
intent to settle upon and improve the land in person within a 
limited period, and the failure to settle and improve should 
work a forfeiture of the land to the government. 
§ 6. In early days, when the government was in need of . 
money to pay the interest and principàl of the public debt, 
there was some excuse far permitting men to purchase 
unlimited quantities of public land, but ·no such excuse has 
existed for more than fifty years. No man should be granted 
a patent far public land, whether by purchase or otherwise, 
except upon condition' of persona! occupancy, the failure to 
occupy, to wol'.k a forfeiture of all title and claim. Such a 
regulation as that would grub up land monopoly by the roots, 
ànd save some part of the public domain far the use of corno 
ing generations. 
PART 1.-CHAPTER III. 
LAND ENOUGH FOR ALL. 
§ 1. · The natural resources of the Janded area of <t:he 
United States, exclusive of Al~ska are more than sufficie11t to 
furr1ish eruployment and subsistenance to a thousand mf!lions 
of people, or more than two thirds of the present popula-
tion of the globe. . Under o.ur existing land system the 
tendency, except in comparatively few localities, i~ toward 
land aggregation-land monopoly. By the year J908, and 
perhaps soonèr, the population of the U nion will foot up, 
100,000,000, and not less- than 200,000,000 by 1940. Unles~ 
something be clone within a few y@ars to check the tendency: 
toward land aggregation we shall, when our population 
reaches 100,000,oòo, have within our b0rder~ at least 85,-. 
000,000 of landlèss persons-that is, person~ having no pro-. 
prietary interest in real estate, and 14,000,000 of the 
remainder will be owners of but a fraction of the whole area. 
When our population reaches 200,000,000 the proportion of 
landless persons will be grèater still, and so on, at an increas-
ing ratio, as people multiply. Such results are inevitable if 
owners of money be permitted to purchase and hold all the 
land they can pay for. 
§ 2. But have we land enough, if properly distributed, to 
employ and sustain the hundreds of millions of people who, 
in a few generations, are to fili the places we now occupy? 
We certainly have. The productive area of the U nited 
States, exclusive of Alaska, and exclusive of desert and 
rocky plains, bari-en mountains, irreclaimable swamps, lakes, 
streams, public grounds, railroads, highways and streets 
in cities, towns and villages, amounts to 1,500,000,000 acres. 
I 
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§ 3. B~fore the y~~r I 890 the population of the U nited 
States will foot up 60,000,090, or 12,oòo,000 families_aver-
aging five persons each. If the land were div1ded equally 
among these families each wo,uld possess an estate · of 12 5 
acres, or 25 aeres to each person. But as population increases 
the tend·ency is toward conce,ntration in cities, towns and 
villages. It is safe, therefore, to assume that vrhen our 
popù[ation mounts up to 60,000,000, at least 30,000,000, or 
6,qoo,ooo families, will reside in cities, towns, etc. We 
have land enough to apportion an average of two acres to 
each of these families-that is, two acres exèlusive of streets, 
alleys and public groynds-leaving 1,488,000,000 acres to be 
occu _pied by the 30, ooo, ooo, or 6, ooo, ooo fa mili es, of the rural 
popl!llation; an average of 248 acres to_ each family. 
§ 4. With à populatton of 100,000,000 we shall have 
60,000,000 of people, or 12,000,000 families, in cities, towns, 
etc., and 40,000,0000, or 8,000,000 families, in the rural ·dis-
tricts. To families resident in citi es, etc., may be a-pportioned 
;;!4,000,000 acres, or two acres per family, leaving 1,47,6,000,-
,000 acres to 8,000,000 of agricultural "families-an average 
farm per family of 184,½ acres. 
§ -5. \Vhen the population reaches 250,000,000, which it 
prob:1bly will about the year 1960, the city, town and vil-
lage population will amount to 180,000,000, or 36,000,000 
families, wbile the rural population will nurnber 70,000,000, or 
14,000,000 families. .An average of two acres to each city ànd 
village family will require 72,000,000 acres while 1,428,000,-
000 acres rnay be divided among 14,000,000 agricultural 
faq1ilies-an average of 120 acres to each family. 
§ 6. With a pop1,1lation of 500,000,000 or 100,000,000 
families, 1,350,000,000 acres can be divided amomg 25,000,-
000 agricultural families-an average of 54 acres per family ; 
while 150,000,000 acres can be allotted to 75,000,000 families 
Fesiding in cities, villages, etc. 
§ 7. Should the popuiation within the present limits of 
the United States (excluding Alaska) evér reach 1,000,000,-
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ooo (a contingency neither impossible or improbable) then 
I, 180,000,000 acr,es may be set apart for 40,000,000 rural 
families, or an average of 29½ acres per family, leaving 320, · 
000,000 acres for the use of families resident in cities and 
villages. 
§ 8. Allowing, therefore, an average of two acres for 
each city and village family, the average size of farms under 
differing populations will be as follows : 
Population. Ag. Families. Acres. 
60,000,000 . ...... .. •..•.... . ... .. . ..• 6,000,000 . .. ......... ..... ... ...... ...... 248 
100,000,000 . •. ... ... .... .. .. . . ...... •. 8,000,000 . ........ ....... ......... . ...... 184½ 
250,000,000 ........................... 14,000,000 ....... ; .............. .... ...... 120 
500,000,000 . ... . . .. ... ... ... . ... ...... 25,000,000 •.... ...•... .. . . . ...... ... ...... 54 
1,000,000,000 ........................... 40,000,000 .................. ... ··········· 29½ 
§ 9. To show that the éountry is capable of sustaining 
th'e severa! populations above inclicated it may be remarked 
that if, in propor•tion ·to productive lands, the entire country 
had been as densely populated as Ohio, in I 880, the total-
populat:ion of the Union would have been 224,000,000 ;· if as 
dense as Pennsylvania, 267, ooo, ooo ; if as dense as New York, 
3 2 5, ooo, ooo; if · as dense as Massa eh usetts, 7 I 3, ooo, ooo. 
When, if ever, the tota! population reaches 1,000,000,000 
Ohio should contain -14, 186,000; Penn~ylvania, 14,440,000; 
New York, 16,128,000; MassachuseUs, 2,505,000; Texa.c, 
90,910,000. Massachusetts may, and probably will, attain 
her proportion of 1,000,000,000 before the dose of the pres-
ent century. 
§ 10. It may be claimed that in the foregoing estimates, 
too much population has been assigned to dties and villages ; 
and that, therefore, the figures do not properly represent the 
average acreage of farms. But a careful study of the statistics · 
of civilized nations will satisfy the intelligent reader that if 
there be error in the estimates, that error consists in not 
assigning to cities and villages their due proportion of popu-
lation. The tendency of population, as before remarked, is 
toward concentration in cities and villages and that tendency 
is greatest where landed estates are large. Small estates 
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tend to diffuse ·population-large holdings to concentrate it. 
But the tendency toward concentration cannot be wholly 
destroyed by limitation of the area of ianded estates, never-
theless, such limitation would greatiy retard such tendency. 
§ IL If o~r laws, which permit unlirnited ownership of 
land, remain unchanged, there will, within a few years, be 
an ab5olute decline in the rural population in ali of the older 
States, though the increase in the aggregate population of 
these States may continue at the rate of twenty five or thirty 
per centum during each decade. It follows, therefore, that 
unless a stop be put to land aggregation-if no limitation be 
placed upon the right to purchase and hold real estate-the 
rural population will not amount to 49,000,000, or 8,000,000 
families, when the tota! population foots up 100,000,000, nor 
to 70,000,000, or 14,000,000 families, when the tota! popula-
tion amounts to 250,000,000. Indeed, it is questionable, with 
·unlimited land tenure, whether the purely agricultural popu~ 
fation will amount to 50,000,000 with a population of 500,-
000,000. Under such circumstances more than nine-tenths 
of the people will own no land, and no interest in land. Great 
as is. our country, and magnificent as are her resources and 
natural opportunities, we are now approaching the fearful 
abyss of the extremes of wealth and poverty involved in the 
proposition that gove!"nrnent has no right to intervene to 
-regulate the tenure of land, and to limit the area o·r individuai 
holdings. 
s 
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PART I.-CHAPTER IV. 
UNJUST PROFITS OF MONOPOLY. 
§ 1. If some regulation as to the distribution of land, as 
hereinbefore -indicated, be agreed upon ,and enforced, the 
number of families, especially in thickly settled communities 
who will contribute toward the production of the food supply 
will be augmented two . or three · fold. Large tracts of idle 
and unimproved land within the limits and on the borders of 
cities and villages-not infrequently breeders of malaria-
wbuld be subdivided and utilized as sites for residences, for ' 
orchards, vineyards and vegetable gardens. Thus the aggre-
gate production, especially in fruits and vegetables, would be 
greatly inèreased; the forestalling of the . markets in such 
commodities wculd be mad€ more difficult, and prices would 
be kept within reasonable limits. And, furthermore, such a 
condition of affairs would tend to abolish starvation wages, 
both for the mechanic and for the common laborer; for the 
man who possesses a home of his 0wn, together with suffi-
cient land to keep his hands busy-sufficient to produce 
subsistence for himseH and family-will not sell his labor to 
another for less than it is reasonably worth. He is not com-
pelled to submit to extortion, and, therefore, will not. 
§ 2. Take any average manufacturing city in America, 
and what reasonable hope can a skilled operative in the mills 
and factories, much lessa common laborer, have of being able 
to acquire a home of his own? By economy he may be able 
to save part of his wages unti! he has accumulated $500 or 
$ 1, ooo-sufficient to build a comfortable cottage to shelter 
himself and family. When he looks around for a piece of 
land on which to build his house he fi11ds, after calling upon 
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numerous agents and dealers, that his $500 or $1,000 will not 
suffice for the purchase of a small plot o/ ground, which cost 
the present owner $2 5 or $50 less than ten years ago. If he 
applies to some largc land holder in the city or su burbs, he is 
met with a flat refusal to sell at any price. Land is going up, 
and the land holder wants to get the benefit of the rise, or 
perlnps he is reserving it for the supposed benefit of bis 
children. U nder such circumstances, what is the poor 
mechanic to do? He cannot build because he owns no land; 
he very properly hesitates to purchase land partly on credit 
and to ernploy a contractor to build his house partly on 
credit, for the good and sufficient reason that in such case he 
is liable, in event of a '' financial panie" or ''_ labor depres-
sion," to lose all that he has paid, and so make his last estate 
\Vorse than the first; for when ejected from the property 
which he once esteemed as his own he will have no money 
to pay rent or furnish food and clothing, no employment, 110 
roof to cover his head, no ground on which to keep' a few 
pigs and chickens, and on which to raise vegetables and fruits 
for the subsistence of his family. 
§ 3. But, say land dealers and speculators, if a man can-
not afford to pay the . market price for land in his native or 
adoptive city, that is no fault of ours :-the world is v\•ide, . 
and he is at liberty to go elsewhere. That argument is hoth 
disingenuous and dangerous. It is making converts to the 
Henry George theory that al! private property in land is usur-
pation aòd robbery, and that it is the duty of t~e government 
to resume al! land grants, and to authorize any man to 
occupy land who will pay rent to the government. The 
mechanic knows full well that but for the presence and labor 
of himself and other men like him the land speculator could 
not find purchasers at one tenth of the price demanded from 
him. He feels that he is wronged ; that he is at no greater 
. liberty to go elsewhere than is the absorber and monopolizcr 
of land-not as much liberty, in fact; and that he should be 
permitted to occupy a small portion of the earth's surfacc 
upon the payment of a reasoriable price. That permission 
I 
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beiroig refused be is inclined to fall in witb tbe tbeory of 
George and men of his ·scbool, anri to take for notbing that 
wbich is denied to bim for pay. 
§ 4. It is no answer to the complaint as to the exorbitant 
rrice of land in cities and villages to say that capitalists who 
build bouses to rent, are willing to pay the prices asked for 
land, and to improve it and build upon it; for, even if true, 
that answer does not satisfy the demand, and ought not to 
silence tbe complaint of the workingman. Landlordism in 
the city is more oppressive tban landlordism in the country. 
The mechanic or laborer who occupies a rented house in tbe 
. city is compelled to pay at the rate bf IO to I 5 per cent. on 
the cast of the house, and at tbe same rate on the real or 
speculative value of the grownd upon which it stands; and in 
most cases he pays on tbe speculative value. 
§ 5. Far example, A owns one bundred building lots 
. which be values at $1,000 each, thougb the actual cost may 
have been $50 or $100 each. He has money sufficient to 
erect buildings on twenty of his lots and proceeds to do so 
at a cost of $600 each-he well knowing that there is a de-
mand far such buildings. He demands and receives from 
mill and factory operatives $200 per annum far each house, 
or full 20 per cent. of the average incarne of the most skill-
ful mechanic. Thus the landlord secures I 2 ¼ per cent. on 
$1,600, while bis qCtual investment is only $700; a:nd on 
th~t actua.l investment he receives an income exceeding 29 
per cent. At the end of the year the landlord bas in his 
coffers $4,000, at least $2,400 of wbich is in excess of a fair 
rental. Then tbe next year he can hy investing bis extra 
$2,400 build faur more bouses, tbus augmenting bis incarne 
to $4,800 a year; the next year he can build more new 
houses by investing surplus money received for rent; and so, 
continuing from year to year, until at the end of eight years 
be bas a house on each one of bis one bundred lots the 
aggregate value of wbich, including houses, be estimates at 
$ 160,000-perbaps $200,000 or $220,000, for' if tbere be a 
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brisk demand for houses he adds the ·spe<:ulativ,_€ value of the 
lots and . collects rents accordingly-though the original cost 
amounted to only $22,000, that is, $10,600 fÒr the lots anc;l 
$12,000 for the houses; for it mu'st be remembere·d · that 
eighty of the houses were erected with -the proceeds of exces-
sive rent-the legitimate rent being sufficient to Ìnafotain hi s. 
family handsorriely. Thus at the end of eight years he will 
be receiving an incarne of $20,000 to $25,000 on an origina! 
invéstment of $22,000. And, if he choòses to élo so, he can, 
by investing his surplus or excess of money received as rent, 
for three years more, erect an additional house on each of 
his lots, and hav'e a handsome sum in cash wherewith to re -
peat the operation elsewhere. Thus an originai investment 
of $22,000 can be .made to yield an income of $40,.000 to 
$50,000 per annum. These are not- imaginary figures. J ust 
such investments are being made in every progressive city 
and consider-able village in the U nited States. The Astor 
family, of New York, is a notable example. 
§ 6. ls the enterprising man who buys land and builds 
houses to rent doing anything wrong? May not a man, so 
long as he breaks no la.v, do as he will with his own? May 
he not invest his money as he pleases? Can cities become 
great and prosperous without habitations for the people ? lf 
whatever is lawful is nght, then, of course, no wrong is being 
perpetrated. But a few years ago '6lavery was lawful in 
fifteen States of our U nion. Was slavery, therefore, right_? 
Less than a century ago lotteries were lawful throughout 
Christendom-were! in fact, encou_raged and command<::d -by, 
law; and the same is trne of other customs and practices now 
prùhibited by statute. 
§ 7_ Landlords and speculators in land ~re not bad men , 
at least, nòt consciously so-not bad men because they are 
land-lords and land speculators. Many of them regard them-
selves as public benefactors, and are so regarded by their 
neighbors and fellow-citizens. They do not mean to wrong or 
oppress their fellow men . They s.imply exercise their lawful 
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r.ights; anà such are their mental constitutions, education and 
moral conceptions, that they cannot conceive that a lawful 
act can work inJustice to any human being. They reason 
that if it be right for A to specuiate in stocks and bonds, or 
cattle, sheep and hogs, orto deal in provisions, groceries and 
dry goods, it cannot be wrong for B to invest his money in 
Iand, and hold it for a rise, or to build houses and col-
lect as much rent as people will pay. · They hold the theory 
that property in land i'S like property in ships, Iive stock and 
merchandise; and they act upon that theory. Are they to 
blarne? In the eye of the law they certainly are not. Bùt is 
the law just or expedient which authorizes and encourages 
ki.nd speculation, 1and monopoly and landlordism ? That is 
the problem we are now seeking to solve. 
§ 8. Extremes meet. · Wealthy real estate owners and 
not a few proprietors of mines, mills and factories, hold that 
it is not desirable, not for the good of society, not in the 
interests of industrial production, that workingmen should be 
proprietors of the houses in which they live. Of course, they 
do not openly proclaim these views from the rostrum arod in 
the newspapers. That would càuse workingmen to inquire 
int; the matter. That would be breaking Diana's idols and 
taking away Othello's occupation. Communists and Socia! 
Democrats join hands with landlords and proprietors of mines, 
mills. and factories-agree with them that workingmen should 
not own the houses in ' which they live, for the reason that 
workingmen should not be capitalists in any sense of the 
word. The same idea has worked itself into nearly ali the labor 
u11ions of the country. But Communists and Socia! Democrats 
oppose the acquisition of real estate by w0rkingmen upon a 
widely diff:rent theory from that which obtains with land-
lords and employers o_f labor. The Communistic idea is that 
· the laboring man who builds or buys a ho use cannot be relied 
upon to maintain the interests of his order io the supposed 
conflict between capitai and labor. 
§ 9. Capitalists, landlords and employers who discourage 
the acquisition of homes by workingmen are making a terrible 
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mistake. Confosion, turbulence, ruin lie that way. From 
that direction we may expect the approach of a modern 
Attila, with his modern Huns, both white and black, iA that 
direction our eyes may soon, tao soon, discern the dragon 
banners of modem Alarics and Genserics, with their hosts of 
tnodern Goths and Vandals, coming in battle array to over-
whelm and raze our civilization and polity, as their proto-
types overwhelmed and razed the civilizatian and polity oJ 
Rame. 
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PART 1.-.-CHAPTER V. 
TRE QUESTION HISTORICALLY CONS!DERED. 
§ 1. What are the historic facts as to land tenures? 
Mr. George discusses the question at some length [Book vii, • 
Chapter 4,J and asserts (1) that "the primary and persistent 
perceptìons of mankind are that all bave an equal right to 
land, and the opinion that private property in land is neces-
sary to society is but an offspring of ign0rance that cannot 
look beyond its immediate surroundings-an idea of compar-
atively modern growth, as artificial and baseless as the right 
divine of kings; " ( 2) that the researches of modern travelers 
and scholars '' into the growth of . institutions prove that 
wherever human sodety has been formed, the common right 
of men to the use of the earth has been recognized, and that 
nowhere has unrestricted ownership been freely adopted;" 
( 3) that "historically, as ethically, private property in land 
is robbery;" (4) that private ownership of land nowhere 
springs from contract; it can nowhere be traced to perceptions 
of justice and expediency; it has everywhere had its birth in war 
and conquest, and in the selfish use which the cunning made 
of superstition and law." He then cites the early history of 
society ( as delineated by modern travelers and scholars) 
in Europe, Asia, Africa and America, and asserts that the 
primitive rule in all of these countries was "the common 
use and enjoyment of thf land of the community" by ali of 
its members. 
§ 2. It may be that the "primary and persitent percep· 
ti ons of mankind" are that all have an equa! right to land ; 
but no historic fact is better established than that the right to 
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exclusive possession of iand by .private individuals was recog-
nized by aU the ·nations of antiquity of which we have amy 
authentic account-the Syrians, Hebrews, Egyptians, Greeks 
and Romans. 
§ 3. According to the acc€pted chronology, three thot.ls-
sand seven hundred and forty years ag-o, the patriarch Abra'.: 
ham p~rchased of Ephron, the Hittite, the field and cave of 
Mad;1pelah, th.e consideration being "four hundred shekels of 
silver, current money with the merchants." :Gen. xxiii, 16, 
I 7. J The sons of Heth were called in as witnesses to thc 
transaction. "The field and cave which was therein, and ali 
the trees that were in the field were maçle sure unto Abra-
ham " for a possession to himself and to his posterity to end-
less generations; to himself, '' his heirs and assigns forever." 
It may be objected that Abtaham acquired the property for 
a specific purpose-for a burying ground, which implied a 
public purpose. It is not so stated in the reco~d. But 
admitting that the conveyance was mad~ for a specific pur· 
pose, from whom did Ephron, the Hittite, acquire his title, if 
. all land was regarded as the common property of the people? 
· He sold the land, received the money for his individuai use; 
a11d put Abraham in possession. Did he, like StrongboV:.. 
and Fitzgerald, acquire his title "by war and conquest" 
overwhelmirig and ? : possessing Machpelah (possibly the 
patrian:h, and progenitor of the Irish race, as th·e name 
inferentially implies,) with a superior force of archetypal Nor-
mans and Saxons? If he acquirnd his title in that way he 
could well afford to ~ender the property to Abraham as a gift, 
which he did. Can tha! record of a land transaction .account 
tor the feud which for ages ( especially on the part of the 
Irish) has @xistèd between the Irish and the Jews, and which 
exists even unto this day? A theory like that is as probable 
as many of the fine spun theories based upon the alleged 
" forgotten records of the people." The real estate transac . 
tion between Abraham and Ephron, bears a striking resem • 
,blamces to a similar transaction at the present day. Ephron 
offo red to make a gzft of the lanci to Abraham, which offer 
6 
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-was dedined. [Gen. :xxiii, 10, I 1.J For what reason did! 
Abra:ham insist on making payment ? ]s it not probable 
that law or custom itt that age, as in this, made a, valuable 
ionsuleratùm requis-ite- to a valid transfer o.f land ? 
§ 4. · Did not the Egyptians recognize private property 
fo land three thousand six hundi;ed yearsago? When Joseph 
was deputy rulér aver Egypt a terrib}e famine affiicted the 
nations. By command of Phar.aoh, Joseph lai.cl up great store 
of com in all the dtires of Egypt. The Egyptians paid money 
for com from these stores, as long as their money lasted. 
When therr money wa:s exhausted they bartered their cattle 
and other domestic anima1s for food, and they continued that 
barter until they had nothing lett but their persons and their 
·1and. Some chronologists hold that Job was coritemporary 
with Abraham. If that be so, then Pharaoh and J oseph 
utilized the saying of Job that "all that a man hath will he 
give for his !ife." The poor Egyptians were stript of every-
thing but their bodies and their land. These they bartered to 
Pharaoh for' bread; '' the Egyptians sold every man his field, 
because the famiEe prevailed over them ; so the land became 
Pharao~'s "-the priests alone retaining their land. Prior to 
thaf time every man owned bis vineyard, field or farm; but 
because of sore distress the people relinquished their titles, 
made ali land public property, and became tenants, rent 
paying tenants. [Gen. xxvii, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26.] 
§ 5. The land in Egypt has been public property from 
the days of J oseph unti! now, the rents ( or taxes) paid by 
cultivators at present arttounting to from three-fourths to nine 
tenths of the produce_:_a splendid exemplification of the 
IJeauties of common property ( or government ownership) in 
Jand? 
§ 6. In Egypt, as in America, there is land enough for 
all; yet in this garden spot of the earth-this Paradise cit 
common property in land-this region of unsurpassed ancl 
inexhaustible fertility-the laborer is so harrassed, burdened 
and oppressed that it is with the greatest difficulty that he 
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•can pptain a Qare subsistence. He and his arncesto·rs for mo't'e 
than li htt,mdred g-:Fiierations have been slaves of government. 
For hirn there is ne.ither hope nor promise in this life; like 
lthe Russian serf and the American slave of thirty years ago, 
bis sole comfort is ,ia the hope of the life to come; in his 
case iqjustke and oppressioR have done their perfect work; 
.and not with <lrea<l, but rather with joy, he looks forward to 
the tìrne when it shaU please the Most Merciful to call him to 
l iberty and rest; for in his estimation the world is a scene of 
weary toil, o( injustice, oppression and slavery, "and hèaven 
alone is the l.and of the fre~. ''-[Malte-Brun, xlii, 8.] 
§ 7. The reasonable presumption is that the builders of 
the pyramids owned freehold estates which their degenerate 
son~ bartered for bread ! They were firm believers in an 
imi;nortal existence. If their faith was well founded, and if 
they are now permitted to revisit the scenes of their glory, 
how must they despise the mean spirited product of thèit' 
foìns who are, perforce,content to toil from morning ti!! night, 
and from year's end to year's end, for a handful of grain and 
.,a mess of pottag<:: l Such is the effect of common (or gov-
e rnment) property in land; for let it not be forgotten that in 
t heory at least, there is no pri-vate property in Egyptian land. 
Land is common property, and the rulers, as alleged repre-
sentatives of the people, can, and do, advance rents (or 
taxes) at pleasure, and have done so under all dynasties, all 
changes in government. 
§ 8. Mr. George as~erts that the invariable rule with an-
cient people and nations was that "the division of land be-
tween the industriai units, whether families, joint fami!ies or 
individuals, only went as far as was necessary for that purpose 
pasture and forest land being retained as common, and _equal-
ity of agricultural land being secured, either by periodica! re . · 
division, as · among the Teutonic nations, or by prohibition of 
alienation, as in the law of Moses." 
§ 9. Did the law of Moses prohibit the alienation of 
land? Let us inquire. That the law of Moses contemplateci 
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an equal distribution of land, as near as practicable, is pèr-
fectly apparent from the record; but in that law there i's not 
the slightest recognitìon of the theory of common property 
1n laod, save only the declaration that the land is the Lord's, 
as is the who1e earth, ''with the fullness thereof, and the 
·cattle on a thousand hills"-no distinctiolil being made ir1 
Jehovah's title to land and to the products of human labor. 
True, the law of Moses prescribes that "the land shall not be 
sold forever ;" but that law also prescribes a rulè for the vol-
untary alienation of land, or for alienation by judicial process, 
fora given number of years; in no case exceeding fifty years, 
or unti! the recurrence of the festival of the jubilee. "Accord-
ing to the number years after the jubilee thou shalt buy of 
thy neighbor ;" * * "according to the multittJde of years 
thou shalt increase the price thereof, and according to the 
fewness of years thou shalt diminish the price of it." A rule 
is also prescribed for the redemptioA of alienateci land in the 
country, in open villages, and in the suburbs of walled cities 
.either by the vendor or any of his kindred; and if not re-
deemed the land reverted to the vendor or his heirs at the 
year of jubilee; for at the sound ·of the trumpet proclaiming 
the jubilee "ye shall return every man unto his his posses-
sion ;" * * "to the possession of his fathers shall he re-
turn." In wailed cities the right of redemptioh was limited 
a single year; ''and if it be not redeemed within the space of 
a full year, then the house that is in the walled city shall be 
established forever to him that bought it, throughout his gen-
erations; it shall not go out with the jubilee. " [Leviticus 
xxv, 13, 15, 16, 29, 30, 31, 41.J 
§ 10. Such was the land system promulgateci by the 
great law giver of lsrael. If not the perfection of wisdom, 
it surely approaches that ideai. While prohibiting land 
aggrègation and land monopoly, it recognized the right of 
private property in land to the fullest possible e.xtent; h se-
cured every ·man in the possession of the fruits of his toil; 
the right to ''sit under his own vine and fig tree, where no , 
one dare molest or make him afraid"-made his house his 
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castie, where no one dare intrude without his free · consent. 
So iong as that iaw was obser_ved Israel was a great and 
mighty nation, both 'in war and peace, though confined to a 
limited tçrritory. It was set aside by the decrees 9f kings 
and tyrants, and by vioience, force and fraud-a striking ex. 
ample of which is given in the story of the murder of Naboth, 
and the seizure of his vineyard, by Ahab, king of Israel, or 
rather by his paynim wife, Jezebei, who despised the law of 
Moses, and '' neither feared God nor regarded man." The 
subversi9n of the iand code of Moses cuiminated in making 
Paiestine "the abomination of desolation "-" a hissing and 
a by word among the tlations.,, • 
§ 11. Cannot the iand code of Moses, after which the 
iand code of Rome was modeled, "be traced to perceptions 
of justice or expediency ?" Mr. George says: ''The idea of 
absolute individuai property in land which modem ci"'.iliz.ation 
derived from Rome, reached its full development there in 
historic times. When the . future mistress of the world fi,rst 
iooms up, each citizen had his littie homestead piot, which 
was jnaiienable, and the generai domain-' the com land 
-which was of public right '-was subject to common use, 
doubtless under reguiations or customs which secured equai,-
ity." Is it not probabie that the use of the pubiic domain, 
or ·commons, in the Roman territory was the same, or sub-
stantially the same, as the right to the use of pubiic or 
unappropriated lands _in the United States to day? 
§ 12: In this country any man may use govcrnment 
iands, and even uninclosed lands beionging _ to individuais, in 
all of th_e new States and in the Territories, provided he 
. recognizes the right of all others to do the same. He is -not 
permitted to inclose such iand, far that would be reducing it 
to private possession, and wouid be an infringement upon the 
common rights of others. In a majority of the oider States 
(~nd until recentiy in Ohio) all uninclosed land is regarded as 
, , com mons," whether beionging to the govemment or private 
,persons, wh€re any man may, at pieasure, pasture his live 
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stock, take ·fish from the streams, shoot game in the forests 
and gather spontaneous fruits and nuts, provided he commits 
no waste, and neither carri es off nor destroys timber, and the 
like. But that rule, regulation or custom by no means 
impli€s a recognition of the idea of common property in Iand. 
Such customs obtairi (and ought to obtain) in ali districts con-
taining large areas of unoc::cupied land. The same custom as 
to the use of wild and uncultivated land has, with unimpor-
tant v:iriations, prevailed among aII pastora! and semi-pastora! 
people in Asia, Africa, Europe and America. 
§ 13. Th,e public domain of Rome was reserved for àllot-
ment to the sons of citizens, and t"o allies and strangers who 
might be adopted as citiz<ws. The period of Roman history 
selected by Mr. George "'when every citizen had his little 
homestead plot "-four acres and upwards, according to loca· 
tion, quality or productive capacity-is peculiarly unfortunate 
for his theory that individua! ownership in land "nowhere 
springs from contract," and '' can nowhern be traced to per-
ceptions , of justice or expediency." The Roman system of 
·exclusive individuai property in land, and the limitation of the 
area that might be held by a single person or family, was 
manifestly the result of compact, and exhibits in a high degree 
a '' perception of justice," together with the very essence of 
"expediency "-t.me republican idea of " the greatest good 
to the greatest number "-the greatest good of ali. 
§ 14. The period of exclusive ownership and limited 
-areas of land in Italy was, in many respects, the most glorious 
in human annals. The owners of these little homesteads 
filled the Roman legions, and, serving their country without 
pay, carried her victodous eagles from the banks of the Tiber 
to the remonte~t regions of the then known world;. Then the 
state of Rome, both in the city and country, was the nursery 
of the virtues of temperance, fortitude, frugality, ehastity, 
religion, patriotism and courage. Patrician and plebian were 
alike animated by one sentiment-the safety of their country, 
and the advancement of its power and glory. As. citizen~, 
• 
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soldiers and magistrates they made a record which must cha'1-
lenge the admiration of the wodd '\ till t11e l;ieavens be no 
more." [Livy's Rome, i, 21 ; ii, 12; xxiii, 49; xxiv 18. Fer-
guson 's Roman Repu blic i, I.] In ali the cardinal virtues 
they have never been excelled by any nation within the his-
tòric period, except possibly the Hebrews from the the time 
of J oshua to the acceession 0f Saul-that period in Hebrew 
annals, when the land code of Moses was strictly observed 
and enforced. If land tenure has any infh1ence in molding 
national character-and who will affirm that it has not ?-the 
example of the J ews and Romans, in their greatness and in 
their decay, exemplifies the superiority of limited holdings 
anel indivi~ual property in land. When land limitation, 
thro\,)gh''iotrigue and tyrannical power, became inoperative in 
P~Ì~stine and Italy, both the H<:!brew and Roman stafes 
entered upon their decline, and except as historic memories, 
the names of both have been blotted from the roll of nations. 
If history teaches by example, should not the American 
people heed her lessons? 
§ 18. Tried by the theoretic standards of our -times, both 
the Hebrews and Romans were fundamentally defective in 
one importa,nt particular. They regarded not the rights and 
Jiberties · of other peoples and other nations. They were 
simply Hebrews and Romans-were in no proper sense 
humanitarians. The J ews remorselessly despoiled their neigh-
bors of lan<ls and goods, and, with a good conscience, sold 
tainted meat to " the heathen round about." Wh ile boast-
ing of liberty, the Romans went systematically at work ta. 
enslave the nations. Neither J ew nor Roman recognized the 
claims of universal humanity to justice and mercy ; but to 
their own people they administered justice with an even hand. 
Tried by our own theoretic standard, may not we of this age 
be found defective ? · 
PART 1-CHAPTER VI. 
COMMON PROPERTY AND FEUDALISM. 
§ 1. '' Great estates," says Mr. George, '' ruined Greece, 
'as afterwards great estates ruined Rome. '' He might have 
added Egypt, Palestine, Persia, Babylon, India and al! the 
sea'ts of c:ncìent civili:zation and opulence, to say nothing of 
the precarious condition of nearly al! of the modem nations 
of Eurbpe, consequent upon the aggregation _of landed prop-
'erty. 
§ 2. But because great estates, whether held by allodial 
or feudal tenure, hav-e ruined nations, and may ruin more. 
does it follow that there should be no private property in 
land? that government should resume ali land grants i 
:Because the barn is infested with rats, should it be set on fire 
and reduced to ashes? 1s it not possible, even ·practicable, 
'to expel the rats without destroying the baro ? Because 
magistrates, usurping power not belonging to them, have 
transformed themselves into tyrants and set their feet upon 
the necks of the people, should ali government be abolished .? 
Great estates do not necessarily involve the idea of private 
property in the soil. 
§ 3. In all countries, ·except America, great estates had 
their origin in the primitive or semi-barbarian idea of com-
mon property in land. After Rome became corrupt~d thè 
patrician estates were carved out of the public domain, and 
subsequently augmented by additions of small estates, on 
the partially disguised assumption that the land belonged to 
the public; and that the "patron" could protect his "cli-
ents" better than a multitude of small freeholders could pro-
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tect thernselves-the '' patron " being the representative, 
trustee or guardian of hjs people .. 
§ 4. What was the feudal system, wbich subsequently 
obtained in Europe, but a recognition of the ancient Teu-
tonic idea of common property in land? The sovereign, not 
in his individuai right, but as the universal representative of 
the nation, was the sole proprietor of the soil of tbe realm. 
It was his prerogative to parcel out tbe land to the great 
barons or chief vassals. U pon receiving bis investiture . the 
·baron entered into a solemn engagement to bear tnie faith 
·and allegiance to the sovereign, (simply anotber term for the 
"public" or the '' state ") to aid bim in peace and war, to 
·see to it that justice was administered throughout his jurisdic~ 
tion, to protect his sub-vassals, retainers and tena'nts against 
all external violence, to maintain tbe sick and disabled, to 
'relieve the poor, and to entertain strangers. -Part o! these 
covenants were entered into expressly with the sovereign as 
;lord paramount, or universal representative, and part of them 
tacitly wi_th his inferion: or dependents. A like covenant was 
exacted from tbe !esser barons or sub·vassals. Such was tbe 
centrai idea of the feud-al system-the whole being based 
upon the primitive conception òf common property in land. 
§ 5. "l am the state," said Napoleon the First. William 
. the Bastard might have said t~e sam_e, · for he was the ac-
,knowledged universal r.epr~sentative; and bis chief vassals, 
such as Walter de Lacy and William de Warrenne, migbt, 
: each of them, bave said "I .am the fief, I am the barony," 
.. thou.gh in theory the land of the kingdom, and of each and 
. every ba.rony, was the common property of the whole pe0ple 
or rather_ the Norman people,_ or tbe conquering race-tbe 
:king and the ~arpns being simply tl)e rel?resentatives of the 
people. 
_ § 6. Mr: Geo~g_e [Book vii, .Chapter 4, J says : " Tbe 
_ g~nèral cÒurse ' o,f . tbe .d~velo_pment of modei:n civilization 
sincé .the feudal period bas been to .tbe subversion of tbese 
· primary ideqs of.tbe col!eètive ownersbip in the soil," and be 
·.. . . ;, ' ' 7 
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inferen t ially deplores the destruction of the feudal system,and 
the dissolution of the Scottish and Irish septs, both of which 
recognized the collective ownership of land. 
§ 7. •' The Scottish clansman," says Mr. George, 
"whose right to the sai! was as undisputed as that of hi~ 
chieftain, has been driven out to make room far the sheep 
ranges or deer parks of that chieftain's descendants; · the 
tribal rights of the Irishman has been turned into a tenancy-
at-will." Let us see about · that. In theory the land of the 
clan or tribe belonged to the people composing the clan or 
tribe; but in fact the chieftain's power ov:er the soil and its 
inhabitants was limited only by his individuai will. Unless 
ali history, be a lie (which I do not believe) the tribal govern-
ments in Scotland and Ireland were pure despotisms-despot-
isms occasiol'lally "tempered by assassination ." U nder the 
primitive theory of common property in land in those coun-
tries the clansmen had l'IO rights which the heads of clans 
were bound to respect-were, to ali intents and purposes, 
tenants at will; and they . were, moreover, subj(ì!ct in all 
things to the arbitrary will of a master whose word was the 
hw, and who possessed1 and at pleasure exercised, the power 
of !ife and death. The so-called "free clansmen" of Scotland 
and the "free tribemen" of Ireland, though theorètically 
equa! w_ith thetr chiefs as to ownership i!il the land pertaining 
to the clan, or tribe, wère, in fact, but little better than slaves 
-mere adscripts of the soil and i_n no prop.er sense its owners. 
They were free to follow their chief in his raids Upon the 
lands of their neighbors; free to back him in his "fire~ 
raisings" and "cattle-liftings ;" but they were free in nothing 
else. Is not that a perverted sentiment which leads a cultured 
and civilized man to sigh for the return of alleged golde~ 
ages such as these? 
§ 8. Centuries ago, when the theory of common property 
was r~cognized in Scotland, the chil:!f of the Campbells was 
more absolute lord of the soil, more absolute master of the 
people, than the present Duke of ,A.rgyll; the "Black Doug-
'f 
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l~s " ruled his clansmen with severity that would speedily 
send a bullet tmrough the brain, or knife through the heart, of 
his descendant of the present day, should he undertake tò 
exercise a tithe .. of the tyrannous authority, whkh w~s habi't 
ually exerdsed hy his ancestors. The Irish landlords of the 
present day are, indeed, ungodly tyrants and oppressòrs _; but 
are they not just and merciful, compared with the McMor'. 
roughs, the O'Nei15, the O'Briens, the Desmonds and Fitz 
geraìds of former ages? 
§ 9. In Great , Britain, and throughout Europe, thére 
would be }ittle or no injustice 1n the r~sumption of feudal land 
gran ts, sin ce the ·1ords of fe1.,1dal estates refuse to perform , their 
feudal cluties; therefÒre, the consideration having failed, the 
title should lapse. 
· § 10. The feudal system-embodying the idea of com-
mon property in land-was in vogue in Englançl and France 
in the days of Edward III and Henry V, though m1,1ch 
of the soil of England was held by other than feudal tenures. 
Speaking of those times Mr. George says: '' The English 
yeomariry-the sturdy breed who won Crecy, and . Poictier~. 
ançl Agincoui:t-ar,e as extinct as the mastoèon." By that 
remark _he inte-nds to imply that the yeomen who ~On Crecy, 
Poictiers a!'ld Agincourt were tenants or retainers of the 
feudal chiefs. That implication is wholly erroneous. The 
atmies which Edward and Henry led into France were~ 
exclusive of the Welsfo and Irish contingents-composed 
,principally of 'creemolders, bl!lrghers and srnall farmers, or their 
sons, while t11e French armies which they overthrew and 
annihilated were composed of the feudal militia, led by the 
hereditary noblemen and gentlemen of France. [Hallam's 
Mid.dle Ages, ii,, 2.] 
§ 1 1. If the English yeoman is as "extinct as the masto. 
'd°on," (whìch by the way, is not true.) the fact is not owing 
to the recognition of private propeìty in land, but tò land 
aggregatioi~--iand monopo\y_:.__which English law should have 
prohibited, but did not. - The freehold yeomanry of England 
I • 
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were reduced ~in number by two principal causes; (r) th~ 
volunt;iry surrender of allodial titles by Saxon farmers in 
order to purchase the protection of powerful N Òrman barons; 
during the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries; and (2) 
by the purchase of smal'l estates by the 'nobility and gentry 
upon the death of the owners. That process of land aggre-
ga_tion has been going on in England for centuries; and is 
now making rapid strides in all the older States of the Ameri · 
can Union. \,Vhen the owner of a small farm dies intestate. 
or leaves a will dividing his property among his heirs, the 
accommodating commissiomers (always freeho!de'rs) who are 
sent out to view and partition the property invariab'ly report 
that the real estate cannot be divìded without injury to its 
valu·e. Thereupon, the court orders that the property be 
sold, and nonè of the heirs being able to purchase, the farm 
is ·added to the domain of some rich land ow11er who has the 
money wherewith to m3:.ke payment. Thus the soil of a 
nation may be monopolized. Is there no remedy for that 
maòifest evi! except a tesumption of all land grants by the. 
government? 
§ 12. Mr. George's declaration that in ali primitive com-
munities the idea of common property in land has always 
obtained may be admitted ; but it does not follow, therefore, 
that " historical1y, as ethically, private property in land is 
robbery." We have seen that limited freehold estates in 
Egypt, Palestine, Italy and other countries, gave strength 
and stability to the stat€, employment and reward to labor, 
freedom, virtue and happiness to the people, and filled the 
horn of plenty to overflowing. 
§ 13. Common property in land may nç>t necessarily be 
robbery; but "war and conquest "-which are but other 
names for r0bbery-have enforced that idea in all parts of the 
globe. The idea of public property in land has always been 
a favorite one with conquerors, great or small-with the Mac-
Donalds and MacLeans in Scotland, the O'Neils and O'Con-
nors in Ireland, as weU as with · Alaric, Kublai Khan and 
' 
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Timouli'. History proves:.._and prove~ con~lusively--that 
wherever that theory has been adopted and acted upon, ex-
cept as to pastora! and semi-barbarous uations and savage 
tribes, the result has been to impoverish and oppress the 
masses of men-to reduce them to practical slavery. Such is 
the fact in nearly all of the densely populated regions of Asia, 
Africa and eastern Europe-in the greater portion of China, 
in Egypt, India and Russia-for it should be borne in mind 
that the "primitive" idea of common property in land (z'. e. 
practical government ownership) prevails over full one half of 
the surface of the globe-rules as with a rod of iron, more than 
two·thirds of tbe buman race. Tbe rulers and magnates of' 
empires, kingdoms, principalities and provinces do not daim 
to own tbe land; tbat, they admit, is common property; but 
tbey, nevertbeless, enforce tbe payment of double, triple or 
quadruple rents, and convert the proceeds to tbeir individuai 
use, or to the purposes of ostentation and despotism. 
§ 14. It never made any materiai difference in rnuntries 
or societies recognizing common property in land, wbether 
the rulers or cbiefs were bereditary or elective. Tbe Scytb-
ian, Teutonic anq Celtic tribes frequently elected their cbief-
tains. The Cossacks of tbe Don, of tbe Volga, and of tbe 
BJack Sea-though now tbe main props of the only pure • 
despotism in Cbristentjom-were in tbeir origin tbe purest of 
democracies. But tbe cbief or "betman," having been 
elected, becarne tbe absolute , master of bis fellows; and, as 
tbeir· reprnsentative, disposed of tbe property of the order at 
b_is pleasure; (for . tbe Cossack idea was a community of 
goods as well as of lands ;) be assigned to . eacb man bis la-
bors and duties; and it was deatb to cballenge tbe justice of 
hi~ decrees orto murmur against bis orders.-[Malte-Brun, 
lix, 7. 7 That man's life was forfeit wbo disputed tbe right of 
an elective Teutonic or Celtic cbieftain to order him to change 
bis babitation, orto take up arms in any cause, however haz-
ardous or unjust. 
§ 15. The idea of community of goods, or of community 
of interest in lan~, necessarily involves the idea of persona! 
li 
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government, despotism and the slavery of the masses. In 
such_ community one man, or a few men, must do all the 
thinking, as is the practice with the Rappites, the Zoarites, 
the Shakers and other associations in the United States, who 
maintain the idea of common property. Where but one, 
two or three m'en do all the the think.ing a single generation 
eannot p~ss away until there will be but few persons who ai:e 
capable of thinking. But it is said that the Rappites, the 
Zoarites, and Shakers are at liberty to shake off their arbitra-
ry rulers and to resume their privileges as citizens of the 
United States. That is . true, but if they assert their freedom 
they must abandon their communities, and leave in the hands 
of others the fruits of their lifelong toil. But how is it with 
the cultivator of the soil of Egypt, India or Russia? He 
cannot secede from bis community, for if he attempts to do so 
he has nowhere to go. Suppose such a system be established 
here, of what value will be the right of an American citize·n 
to change his residence at pleasure ? He will still bave the 
right to choose between the fryi'ng pan and the fire ! 
§ 16. We bave seèn what were, and yet are, the max-
ims, customs and practices ot ali €ivilized nations who have 
adhered, or yet adhere, to the primitive idea of common 
property in the soil. That idea, in its purity and perfection 
obtains among the North American Indians; and their mode 
of utilizing land is such that it requires a square mile of fertile 
land to sustain a single human being. Suppose we take Mr. 
George's ad vice and recur to the p i:imitive idea, has it not been 
shown that one of two things m ust ensue: (1) W e shall have 
millions of civilized men but little if any above the condition 
of slaves, or ( 2) we shall turn savages and cut each other's 
throats uritil our population is reduced to I, 500, ooo or less; 
then the survivors.,may enjoy primitive liberty, equality and 
innocence ! U pon the whole would not the latter alternative 
be preferable. 
§ 17. But Mr. George, with great earnestness, and 
sornetimes with equa! plausibility, maintains that a resumption 
I_ 
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of land grants, and the restoratioa of the people t@ their 
primitive t ights in the soil, will cause population to increase 
and multiply, banish want and fear of want, abolish poverty, 
ignorance, vice and crime, and hring on the reign of plenty, 
peace and order. But what if our plenty, peace and order 
should be the ''plenty" enjoyed by the South Carolina negro 
before emancipation ; such "peace" as Tamerlane proclaimed 
at Aleppo; such "order" as reigned at Warsaw in the time 
of Suwarrow? 
I I 
PART 1.-CHAPTER VII-. 
PHILOSOPHER GEORGE's REMEDY FOR ALL HUMAN ILLS co~-
SIDERED. 
§ 1. Mr. George teaches that, in point of fact, there is 
no conflìct between capita! and labor, and that, in the nature 
of things, there can be no conflicts between these necessary 
factors of tbe production. The real contest, he maintains is 
between ca,pital and labor on one hand and land, or rather 
· rent, on the other. In bis summing up [Book iii, chapter 8] 
be lays down the propositions : (I) that " three things unite 
production-labor capitai and land ;" (2) that '' three parti es 
divide the produce-the laborer, the capitalist and the lanci 
owner ;" (4) that "if with an increase of production, the 
laborer gets no more and the capitalist gets no more, it is a 
necessary inference that the land owner gets the whole gain;'' 
(4) that "neither wages nor interest anywhere increase as 
materiai progress goes on ;" ( 5) that " the invariable accom-
paniment and mark of materiai progress is the increase of 
rent-the rise of land values ;" (6) that '' the increase of rent 
explains why wages and interest do not increase ;" ( 7) that 
" the cause which gives to the land holder is the cause which 
denies to the laborer and capitalist ;" ( 8) that " the rental of 
land on which a manufacturing or commerciai city is built 
lessens the amount which can be divided as wages between 
labor and capitai there engaged in the production and 
exchange of wealth ;" (9) that "the value of land depending 
wholly upon the power which its ownership gives of appropri 
ating wealth created by labor, tlJe increase of the value in 
1..m·èl is always at the expense of the value .of labor;" (10) 
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that '' rent swallows .up tlu whole _gain, ,and _paitperisìn acaom-
,panie-s p1qgress." 
. § 2. 'l-~ence, nmt, fl'{')t <CaJJÌta4, is :the alfltagonist wit\lt 
which l11boT must grnppJ.e.· Cap·ital and ;Jabor must jQit:i forces 
11:o dethrone ,rent-that is, t,o abolish àtl rentpayable to'privatJ 
perso11s, ,a1~d tocon.fiscat<e lor the bendì.t-of 4:,h-e wh9le people 
i!:he rental of the groun<l- on wh~-c-h .stancis t.he merchant's 
~torehouse or w.arehouse, the manufacturer's m.ill -o.r factory,; 
;the richl tilìla~•s pala.ce, the widow's ho.use .ar.id the mech.anic's 
cottage. , 
§ 3~- A,ccord·h~g to Mr. 'George, ne-ither •caphal nor aabot 
éan_ reap their just reward so l~ng:.as private ownership in lancf 
11s recognized, for just thait :Jong w,11 a fracti<?n of the pe?ple~ 
ithe land owneirs'-reap th.e ent_ilJ"e benefits -of increased labor, 
increased capita] ar.id inc-reased prnductior,. · Yet with ,charm-
fog inrnnsistency-_after havang demonstrated t~a_t i·ent 
swallows up the whole gain of labor and capital-he insists 
11:hat each and every cnv'ner of a building should pay fu!F reni 
. for the grnund on which the building stands, the prnceeds fo 
:go into tme publ.ic treasury for the supposed ben-efit of the 
ljl>eople. Thrnl!lghout his ~ork ·Mr, Ge0rge - :recogniz_es the 
p~yment of re111t as necessary _ancl proper--'-:"his only òbjeèti~h 
t:o rent being tl,at it is paid to parties not et1titled fo_ it.; 
'l'hus: If A o..:cupies a tract of land for,any purpose he shoukl 
pay rent in proportiol'l to the \Taliue of the· land, that value to 
be detetinined by the_ density òf population in the vicinity--.: 
the proce~ds to be used for p.t1blic purposes. If it be tme that 
rentìswailows up allthe ga,in of capitai ançì labor, just how 
itlie individuai · laborer or · capitalist is to be benefitted by 
turning rent into ·the·_ public freasury ·instead of paying it to 
private persons, Mr. George fails fo explain. Perhaps that 
consideràtion ' was too trifl.ing to engage his attention'. · He 
èloès, however, aver, most emphatically, that people who own 
d,ty òr village lòts or farms will make mbney by surrendering 
their titles and ·payitig terit to the government for the privi-
lege "f occupying ·the land ; [Book ix, ·chapter 3,] for the 
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reason that if they pay rent there wiil be no necessity of 
levying and cotlecting taxes for the support of government. 
Possibly there are men who would prefer to pay reflt and be 
excused from taxation ; but, Hke angel's v~sits, th€y ar,@, iT,li 
my opinion, few and far between. 
§ 4. After urgill'g wrth great vehemence, and with endi-
Fess iteTa!tion and rei'terarion, tòe common right of all men to 
a:n equa! share irr the ·fruits of the soil ; to an equa! right to 
participate in the opportunities which nature everywhe·re 
bestows with lavrsh hand ;-after demonstrating to his own 
$atisfaction at least, that land monopoJ.y, consequent upon 
the recognrtion of private property in land, is injurious to 
capitai and ruinous to laòor, robbing the capitalist of his just 
reward and reducing Ì:he laborer to practic1I slavery ;-after 
insisting that the abolition of ali private property in land 
would !5Ìve labor a free field and its full earnings, and thl!ls 
" abolish want and the fear of want," Mr. George com es 
down to practcial work-sums up the conclusion of the whole 
matter, th us :-
" I do not propose either to purchase or to confiscate 
private property in land. The fìrst would be unjust; the 
sccond, needless. Let the individuals who now hold it still 
retain, if they want to, possession of what they are pleased 
to caH thei1' !and. Let them continue to cali it theù land. Let 
them buy and sell, and bequeathe and devise it. We may 
safely leave them the shell, if we take the kernel. It is no1t 
necessary to confisca.te land ; it is only necessary to confis-
cate 1ent. "~[Progress and Poverty, Book viii, Chapter 2. J 
'•o most lame and impotent conclusion [" What a tam-e 
performance after so much loud roaring and thundering in 
the index ! Here are millions of men. joint heirs to a rnm-
mon inheritance, invited and urged to assert their rights 
against usurpers ; yet when they approach to enter upon 
possessions rightfully theirs, they are commanded to halt at 
the boundary line; for they who are now in possession of 
any given tract of land-they and their heirs and assigns~ 
have the right to remain in possession through ali the gener-
r 
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.ations <»f tiiume, if they will agree to pay rent. Such is our 
:author's ''simple yet . sovereign remedy, which will raise 
wages, increase ;the earnings of capitai, extirpate pauperism, 
.abolish poverty, ·gi.ve remunerative employment to whoever 
wishes it, aifford free scope to human powers, lessen crime, 
,elevate rnorals, and taste, ar1.d ~Rtelligence, ptuify governmè,At 
.and carry civilization to yet 1!1<9ble,r heights !" 
.§ 5. Mr. George is in thoro~gh earnest.; he faHy be -
J,ieves in the efficacy of his remedy; ~nd he has comvinced 
some of the supposed great thinkers of the ·age of its effkacy. 
"' By confiscation of rent," says Mr. George, ''the State may 
become the universal landlord without calling herself so. * 
* In form, the ownership of land· would remain just as 
now. No owner of land need be dispossessed, and no restrù;tzon 
need be placed upon the amount o/ land any one could hold. For, 
rent being taken by the State in taxes, land, no .matter in 
whose name it may stand, or in what parcels it was held, 
would be really common property, and every member of the 
community would participate in the advantages of its owner-
ship." The confòscation of rent, h@wever, to be made "uuder 
such conditions as would sacredly guard the private rights lo 
improvements"-rent to be paid for the bare land, and in no 
case to be a charge against buildings, fences, orchards, vine-
yards and the like. 
§ 6. If it be true as Mr. George colilfidently asserts, that 
rent, under ali conceivable circumstances, swallows up ali, or 
nearly ali, of the gains, of labor, how could the earnings of 
capitai be increased; how could remunerative employment 
be ·given to all, if rent must continue to be paid, but pai<l to 
the state instead of to private persons? Would not wages, 
as wages, sti'll remain at a point barely suffident for the ne-
cessities of the laborer, and would he not be compellcd to 
rely upon his share of the proceeds of rent for pocket money 
on holiday occasions, and for the means of purchasing 
clothes be-fitting holiday and public occasions? And from 
wl~om would rent money be actually collected? From whom 
but the laboring man? The land holder might be the n0mi -
I, 
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Fial rent payer ~ bu~ does not all ex,perience teach tf1at the-
iandloH:1 i-F,variably _ rnimbuvse~ himself for taxes paid, by 
thrGJwing ù1e b111rclen- t1ptrni tJ.i•e tenant, either directly or 
Pl.'lclireetly ?' Ancll jg. no-t the rent under- considerati·on simply 
an in<sFeased tax, whi€h mu:st, in one way e-r another,, be pa.icD 
by the- tenal'lt, or his sub-tenants or hired laborers? For-
e~ample, A is a Iandlord, the owner of a thousa,nd acres of 
ta~d , .As ren-tàL for the bare land the state deman<ls andi 
receives, say, $2,500. The lamdlo~d's improvements {houses~ 
harns, fences. ditches., etc,) t1:0ver the en tire tra et; a,nd be is 
sacr-edly · •guarded" iro the private possessi©n of those imi·-
provements. 'Fhey may be· worth l~ttle or ml!tch; but with~ 
out them the land- woulctl< be Wt'Wth lit:tl"e or nothing for the-
purJD'O$@S 19f ~ultivatioN'. : .As rentàl · (nominally) for im..: 
Frovemel'l1:s he may dema,nd $5,000 or $6ìeYOO-thus reim~ 
bursi-ng J,iimscdf for his ©tl'ti-ay, aAd perhaps adding- $1,000 O!'" 
$I, 500 to the n('.)rmal rental. The proposed 1:'enant or tenants. 
may take hics o·r their choiee-pay the ren1 demanded, g0< 
.elsewhere, or lcet their" brains and caprtal rem,ain idPe; for the-
landlord can realfae mof'e tban the rental paid to the state· 
by pasturage and other sh1i:fts, s-uch as hiring meri, at low 
clown wages, t<r rnkivate his land on private account. No 
man ean s0· well afford to- pay the rent as the o-wner oli 
iimprovements ~ and no- man possesses such power to compd 
the labering man to make good his outlay in the way of rents 
or taJt:es; for the faborer must /ivl', and wrH work .for even à: 
scanty subsistence when compeHed to do so. Will noti 
-therefore, •·•thrs sovereign remedy" for ali 111:1-man ills culmi--
nate in paying rent to each of two or three landlords, instead 
of one? 
§ 7. Mr. George says: "We already take some rent in 
-taxation. We have only to make some changes in our mode 
of taxation to take it all." That is not the fact. We may 
nominally take rent in taxation, but in reality we do, and can 
do, no such thing. The higher the taxes, the higher the 
-rent,and the higher the rent, tµ-e less rewar-d can la bor receive. 
Tµrn th e question of taxat_ion over, and view it from a'll . 
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standpoints, and the i'nevitable conclusion, ba~ed upon é~per-
ience, is that ali taxes, ~o matter how levied or collected, are · 
clrawn from the annua! products of industry. That i_s the rule. 
The exceptions, neither numerou_s nor important, are spoken 
of in ano_ther chapter. If taxes were drawn from accumula-
tions, or from subsisting wealth in any form, is it not plaii1 
that the aggregate of national, as well as individua!, wealth 
weuld be constantly diminishing instead of increasing; so 
that in a comparatively few years we should be as free from 
luxury as were, and are, the Indians, our predecessors and 
contemporaries on this continent? Do not statistics show 
that while we have more than doubled our wealth during the 
fast twenty five years, we have, within that period, collected 
as·taxes, . and disbursed on various accounts, sums of m011ey 
amounting in the aggregate to about .fifteen thousand 1ntlkons 
'of dollars-not far from equal to the taxable valu.e of a:11 thè 
real and persona! property, moneys and credits, within the 
limits of the U nion? Are not façts like these conclusive as 
to the souree-the reservoir-from which our revenues an: 
drawn? Industria! production, and that alone, enables u·s to 
pay taxes and yet keep our property intact andito increase i:t 
iin value. · 
§ 8. In some portions of our country iabor does receive 
its full reward; and the same is true o·f a maJo-rity of Iaborers 
+n ali parts of it. Were it not for the enormous taxes exacted 
in the way of rènt, and the high price of ma·ny essential· artir-
cles of subsistence (rnnsequent upon · the inadequacy of the 
food supply) inàtl consid-erable cities and villages, the Amerc 
ican Iabor~r would have no just cause of complaint-might 
·regard hi-mself as among the ·happiest of mortals. Could he 
· escape the payment of rent -and become a food produce,, 
even to a Iimited extent, his condition would be enviable 
indeed. : He would at ali times be above want, or the imme-
diate fear of want-would be on the highway. to independence, 
.jf not to affiuence. . But if ever the American workingman 
be emancipatéd frorn the thralldom of rent-;-from. the extor. 
tions of iandlords, hucksters and forestallers of food-his 
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charter of freedom will not emanate from a system of land 
tenure which will double rents for his alleged benefit, whieh 
,vill permit owners of money or other exchangeable things, to 
abs0rb and hold possession of ali the land they can pay for, 
either as private owners or as alleged renters from govern-
ment. Tòe government rent, or tax, theory necessarily 
involves the monopolization of the possessory right to the 
soil by a comparatively few persons-by persons only who 
are able to pay the rent; and who can extort from the tenant 
the amount of the rent paid, and such additional sum as the 
tenant, under compulsio•n may consent to pay. 
§ 9. Mr. George very correctly remarks that Jhe confìs-
cation of rent by the governmen t will tend greatJy to reduce 
the price of land-reduce it to nothing, in fact, jn the hands 
of a great many holders. That will the monopolizer's oppor-
tunity. To the poor man that will be a repetition of the 
Egyptian policy of the tirn"e of J oseph-an aggravated repe-
tition of that policy, for the poor man who cannot pay rent 
must abandon not only his land but his improvements also; 
abandon house, orchard, vineyard, meadow and cornfield; 
for, what will his '' sacred" right to the improvements 
amount to when he has neither private nor possessory right 
to the soil on which these improvements have been placed? 
For the rent, mind you, must be paid as a condition prece-
dent to the right of possession, because rent belongs to the 
whole people, and is, therefore, " sacred "-a sacred of 
sacreds, like unto the "holy of holies." Two sacred rights 
ìn conflict with each other, cannot· co-exist-the sacred right 
of J ohn Smith to occupy his ho use and ' grounds and the 
sacred right of the public to collect rents as a condition of 
that occupancy; for are not the rights and interests of 
mi!lions of men paramount to the rights and interests of a 
single man, especially if tbat man be a delinquent, a recusant, 
who refuses to pay rent-becausc> lte hath not money whetewith 
to make payment? That is the quintessence of the proposition; 
for the law of rent, according to the teachings of the book 
under consideration, is more unchangeable ~han the code of 
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the Medes and Persians-as immutable as the foundations of 
Ben Ne\""is and the eterna! hills. Rent rnust be paid-paicl 
to the whole people-tho~tgh the heavens fall, for if the 
people do n.ot receive their rent in due season they rnay be 
stinted in their rations of meat and drink, and will not have 
wherewithal to array themselves in garment::; becorning their 
quality when they desire to attend lectures, music halls, 
theatres and other mora! and high toned places and arnuse-
ments ! Upon the arrivai of the rapidly approaching mil'len-
nium, poverty will hide its deformed head; for, are we not 
to become a nation of landlords-every mother's son of tis, 
and every mother's daughter, too? 
§ 10. It is claimed that common property in land, and 
the payment of rent by the occupant, is consistent with the 
highest uses of land. That may be true as to the densely 
populated portions of great commercia! and · manufacturing 
cities, though neither history, statistics nor experience can be 
cited in proof of the fact. And he must be a sirnple minded 
man, indeed, and wholly deficient in observation, reflection 
and experience, who_ imagines that under the system of 
tenancy, sub-tenancy and servile labor nec~ssarily involved in 
government ow.nership of real estate, the soil of the country 
or suburban districts would ever be subjected to a high stat€· 
of cultivation-applied to higher and intenser uses, except in, 
isolated cases-until the population of the country embraces-
hundreds of millions of souls, and even then under labor · 
conditions the most grinding and oppressive-su.eh conditions• 
as now exist in Egypt, · India and China. The motive for high 
culture would be weak if not who.Uy absent. The greater 
portion of our soil is capable of indefinite irnprovement. An, 
average acre of Ohio land can be wrought up to such a state 
of cultivation as to give it a capacity to produce annua! crops• 
worth $500, $600 or even $1,000, by the annua1 applkation 
of one hundred dollars' worth of labor. But it requires-
years of time, as well as the application of capitai, skill and 
labor-drainage, deep culture, the use of fertilizers, etc.-to 
subdue land and subject it to such intense uses. The land-
I 
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lord, or tenalilt-iro-chief, would not incur th.e !'lecessary expense, 
f.o.r ·either th·e sub-tenant wou.ld reap , the benefit, ·or the lord 
paramounf (the government) would~dvance the rent so as to 
make it cor~espond with the prnpuctive capacity of the land; 
for such meliorations or betterments, though not so palpable 
to ·the eye, are more perm~ne~t in their nature, tban houses, 
fences, orchards and vineyétrds. _ Mr. George distinctly lays 
down the propositiqn . that they beco_me bl<mded with the 
land, and subject · to rent, ;rni t~xatio~, ~y tbe governmet1t. 
Thus tbe · motive· ·for givimg land its. hi_ghest productive 
capacity ~ould be· destroyed; th.e · sub-tenant . wq~ld not 
· devote bis tilll-~ and capital-to · tne b~Ùerment, of the ~oiI, for. 
that would ten.d to .an ind~fiini.t,e' increase ~f rent; aÌ1d as f~~' 
the èomm·Ò·n 'iabot:er, bis, · p~~s~nal int~~~st in. such. thingsi 
wo·uld be infìnitesirna.Ì,· i.nd~ed: M~n; in _bis better aspects, i~ 
n·ot supremely selfish, yet it_ canriot be denied tbat self· 
ìnterest is the main spring o( b.uman action. Therefore, if 
y~u desire the .-~itizen to intensify· the u~es of la!'ld; yo.u must 
"sacredly gtiard" his private rigbt .to~he possess.ion of "his 
lands, tenements:, _ami h<a:reditaments, with ali tbe privileges 
and appurtenarices . thereto belongi,ng," subject ., to the 
payment of n? rent. or tribute, save only bis just proportion 
of ta;xes necessary, far the. legitiIT)ak:support of government. 
§ 11. In defining _tbf: m @a ning o.f. the term '' land," Mr. 
Ge~rge, _ [Boa!~ ,i, , çiiapter • .2 J' says : ''The term land 
1;ecessarily incl_y_d_es, not merely ., the s,urface ofthe earth as 
disti~guished f.rom water é!,lld . air, b.ut the whol,e materiai, 
~~iverse outside. ~f ma·n Ì)liip~~lf;'' . * * * "embraces, 
in sbort, ali natural ~aterials, fon;es· and , ~pportunities." If, , 
tberefore, tiile. · materia( wniverse-earth, air, water, fire, , 
electricity, sunlight, moonlight, stadight; "all natural. 
materials, forces and opportun-ities, '.'-.be the com.tnon herit-, 
age of ali tlile . sons and daught_ers 0f men, why shoulçl we 
demand rent for the sÒliq surface o.f • tlrn · eai;th·, ai;i;c.Ì permit 
ev~ry i~terloper to trespass -~po,n ,our ot~rer valuabje ;dçi~ains, 
~Ùl10ut paying : a. dime of rent ( Are not all of the fish 
;vithin _ thre~ leagues of land (measuri~g from . he.adland to 
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headland) in the oceans, gulfs and lakes upon ou.r borders, 
the peculiar , property of tlije whole people of the U nhed 
States, according to the "-com mon heritage" theory? Of 
course they are. And is not the same trne of nearly all the 
wild fowls and wild beasts that inhabit the wate1·s and the 
land? Are we pot, in common w-ith the people of other 
!ilations, the owners of everything animate and inanimate in 
and .wnder the waters of ali oceans and seas-ownei-s of the 
birds and fishes that swim in and upon the waters, owners of 
the treasures of diamonds, rubies and "pearls of great price" 
that lie at the bottom of old ocean? Is it fair and equitable, 
therefore, that I should be required to pay rent for the farm 
which I · occupy while Smith and J ones, Thompson and 
Brown, are permitted (without payment of rent or tribute) 
to catch fish, gather rubies and pearls, and to shoot fowls, 
deer, elk and buffalo, without !et or hindrance, and to sell 
their goods in thè markets of the world? Is not the water 
in the Ohio river common property? Is not · that river a na-
tural opportunity? Is not water reckoned as among the 
• • forces" of nature? Why should a few scores or hundreds 
of men be permitted to utilize this common highway, and 
vex anci torture its waters to produce steam as a motive 
power for the propulsion of their boats, without paying rent 
or tribute, if I have no right to cultivate a fi~ld of com with-
out paying re1lt? Is not electridty a natural force? Why, 
then should men be permitted to accumulate fortunes by its 
use, and yet pay no rent? It will not do tò say thàt rent 
should be paid for the use of land because the quantity of 
Jand is fixed, and can neither be increased nor diminished. Is 
not the same true ol water, electricity and of all natural 
forces and oppòrtunities? Neither is it. true that ali men are 
at liberty to engage in fishing, navigation . and telegraphy. 
True, there is nothing in the constitution of nature, or in the 
Jaws of the country, to prohibit any man from engaging in 
such occupations; but he alone is really at liberty to do so 
who possesses the requisite capitai and skill, and the same is 
true of farming, manufacluring and merchandising. More-
9 
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over, that law of civilization known as division of labor, pro-
hibits the entrance of ali men upon the same p:ursuit or occu,0 
pation. 
§ 12. The idea of common property in lan_d, as elaborated 
and explained by Mr. George, is a survival of the idea of 
feudalism-is, in fact, the essence of feudalism, barrin_g som~ 
of its ridiculous and absurd forms-the substance being not 
only retained but intensified. The idea em braces (I) the l,ord 
paramont ( the government) or the. man who, for the time 
being administers the affairs of government; (2) the tenant· 
in-chief, whether an individuai or corpora ti on, who undertakes 
the management of a vast estate-an estate containing frnm 
10,000 to 100,000,. or ·even 1,000,000 or 10,000,009 acres; 
[Progress and Poverty, book vi, chapter 1] (3) the ~ub-tenant 
or farmer, apd (4) the common laborer. Thus the feudal 
system is to _be re-established, with modifications adapting it to 
our more advanced civilization. The tenant-iri-chief m ust neces-
sarily be a, capitalist of large means, and, though not clot~ed 
with the power of !ife and death, analagous in authority and 
grandeur to the ancient baron; the sub· teoant, wi'th less rneans 
will correspond in rank with the knight of olden times; the 
common laborer (though an acknowledged joint proprietor of 
the soil) will be the servant of his master or masters, like 
unto the ancient eh uri, , clown or villein. Such rnust be the 
condition of affairs in the open country. In cities we shall 
· have the counterpart of the Roman rabble-idle, worthless 
yagabonds-clamoring for bread from the public stores, and 
fqr free passes to circuses, theatres and musical festivals ; for, 
being the lords and owners of the soil of the realm, why 
should they not eat the fruits ot the earth, and enjoy ali of 
the good things of !ife? Mr. George [Book ix, chapter 4] 
distinctly proposes to apply the revenues derived from the 
reqtal of _land to the establishment of " public baths, 
rnuseums, libaries, gardens, lecture _rooms, music and danc-
ing halls, thea_tres, universities, technical schools, shooting 
galleries, play grounds, gymnasiums, etc.," and also to 
urnish heat, light and _ mot_ive power, as well as water, at the 
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public expense. Then, he exclaims, "We should reach 
~he ide9 of the Socialist ;" * * * "government would 
change character, and would become the administration of a 
great co-operative society." In e,ther words, government 
would become the "be all and end all ;" man the individua], 
unless he be a government tenant or a government officiai, 
would become as nothing. And this is the feast to which we 
are invited in the name of common rights and equa! liberty ! 
From all errors, heresies and confusions, such as these, may 
the good Lord (influencing the good sense of the American 
people) deliver us and our posterity ! 
PART I.-OIAPTER VIII. 
LAND LIMlTATION-WAGES-FOOD SUPPLY. 
§ 1. A few years ago a certain American politko·econo-
rnical theorists taught that .. slavery is the natural and normal 
conditi on of the laboring man." By that was meant chattel 
slavery, the absolute -ownership of one man by another. The 
assumption that it is not for the well being of society that the 
laboring man should own the house in which the lives, or the · 
land which he cultivates, is but a modification of the labor 
theory involved in slavery. Though nominally free, and, as 
a politica! factor, the equa! of the landlord, is not that man 
under servitude who must, perforce, divide the fruits of his 
toil with another for the use of a roof to shelter himself and 
family-for the privilege of cultivating the soil? 
§ 2. Is he a freeman, in the full acceptation of the term, 
who frorn week to week, and frorn year to year, is necessita-
ted to work for wages-to ~ive tJle sole compen§ation for 
~ bis toil from the hands of another? The word '' servant,. 
sounds hai:sh in American ears. But is the mere hireling 
aught else than the servant of his employer? Such a relati on 
does not necessarily imply degradation on the part of the 
employe ; neither does it imply socia! or politica! inequality 
between servant and master. The servant may be, and often 
js, the. socia! and intellectual superior of the master; but he is , 
nevertheless, · a servant, and in .many respects a dependant. 
I speak now of laborers who subsist wholly upon wages. The 
fact of servitude of employe to employer is inwardly recog-
nized by every wage maker who possesses sufficient educa-
tion and reasoning power to enable him to perceive the true 
relation~ of men and things. The hired laborer on a farm, the 
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skilled artisan who works for wages, the factory superintendent 
and the railroad president are all servant!', designate them by 
whatever terms you may. The essential difference between . 
these classes of servants is that the factory superintendent and 
the railroad presidei;it are, to.some extent, at least, their own 
employers, and, therefore., though servants, are not wholly 
dependent upon their employers. 
§ 3. That there are men who, even if the opportunity 
offered, would refuse to become self-employers-who would 
choose the precarious !ife of a hireling only-is, no doubt, à 
fact. Such people have always existed, and will, most likely, 
exist till the coming of the millennium. But is it not also, 
true that the great mass of men would gladly, if they could, 
become self-employers, in whole or in part-would gladly 
embrace the opportÙnity to reap a portion of the profits of 
their 'toil, not merely wages sufficient to enable them to sub-
sist, or, by rigid economy, to save a little against the feeble-
ness of old age, or the day of inyoluntary idleness? The 
author of" Progress and Poverty" is, in sentiment, no doubt, 
the friend . of the laboring · man ; yet he joins with land 
monopolizers, mine and mili owners, Communists and Social 
Democrats in throwing obstructions in the 011ly way which 
leads to ,industriai independence through self-employment-
limited ownership or occupancy of land. 
§ 4. If ali, or the .great mass of workingmen, whether 
farm, han<ls, common laborers or artisans, wère owners of 
h0 mesteads in the country, or in the suburbs of cities and 
:villages, could not, and would not, they be self-employers to 
the extent of o!'le-half of the subsistence of themselves and 
families? 'vVe all know-at least ali who observe such things 
-that such is the fact now in thousands of instances. When 
out of employment elsewhere the owner of a small tract of 
land can readily find something profitable and pleasant for his 
hands to do. If he repairs or paints his house or fence out~ 
side of ordinary working hours, he saves a carpenter's or 
painter's bill. If he plants a tree that tree is his own, and he 
I 
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may reasonably hope to eat · the fruit thereof. If he feeds a 
few fowls and pigs be is producing anima! food for his family. 
If he be blest with a family (and to such a man a family is, 
indeed a blessing) his boys can be employed before and after 
school ho11rs, and during school vacations, in raising small 
fruits and vegetables for family use or for sale. A man so 
situated and surrounded will have but little difficulty in keep-
ing the wolf (rom t!Ht door in the day of .commerciai distress, 
financi0;l p~t]ic and labor depression; for, unlike the renter 
and mere hireling, he is a self-employer and the producer of 
the main and most essential portion of the subsistence of him-
self and family~the renter and hireling _ meantime, being 
driven to enforced idleness, has no alternative but to accept 
charity, ( always humilating to the spirit of a true Arr~erican 
citizen,) or to go hungry himself, and send his children sup-
perless to bed. In that way honest, industrious and God-
fearing men are, unconsciously to themselves, transformed 
_into infidels, beggars, hoodlums and villians. Hence popu-
lous penitentiaries, aylums for the insane, poor houses and 
children's homes. These be facts-well known facts. And 
yet alleged statesmen, professional philanthropists, and even 
the reverenè clergy, shut their eyes to su.eh facts and declaim 
against the degeneracy of the times, and the terrible advances 
of ignorance, pauperism, vice and cri me; generally attributing 
the evils to all causes except the true one, and continually 
· casting about in search of remedies which, when found, are 
usu·ally an aggravation of the distemper. 
§ 5. It is probable that in future years, as in years past, 
we shall have "hard times," financial disturbances and labor 
depressions, for such things originate in such a multitude of 
causes, and cause and effi::ct are so blended in ·their produc-
tion, that it is impossible-though al1 ·the statesmen in the 
world were wise as Salomon, and ali of one mind-to make 
full provision against their recurrence. But it is both possible 
and practicable for American st~tesmen, - backed by the 
·popular voice-that voice which, when honestly, intelligently 
and earnestly expressed, is truly the voice of God-to mitigate 
;~ 
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and dull the edge of these periodically rècurring scourges of 
civilization. Let the number of self-employing food producers 
be multiplied to such extent that they will utilize even one-
tenth of the producing capacity of the soil of the country, and 
a pani.e like that of 1873 would be felt by the great body of 
the people as a mere temporary inconvenience, however dis-
tressing and injurious it might prove to commercial men, 
manufacturers and ail classes who deal largely in credits; and 
even .those classes would be much less injuriously affected, for 
the people generally would be · able to purchase and pay fo"r 
the necessaries and comforts of !ife, and thus-though tem. 
porarily checked-the wheels of commerce and industry 
wo1.1ld be kept in motion. It is a well known, and well 
remembered, fact that the farmers of the United States-
except such as were deeply in debt or engaged in speculation 
-were not injuriously affected 1:;iy the panie of 1873'; on the 
contrary, they cnntinued to maintain their families in comfort 
-not only holding theirown, but steadily increasing in wealth 
and substance-while other industries were struggling to 
recover from paralysis. That is a lesson vyhich should not 
be lost upon the American people. 
§ 6. Like many others who base their argum.ents and 
c~nclusions upon European idea of.caste, or permanent soci al 
classes, ernbodied in the phrase "the shoemaker to his last," 
Mr. George habitually speaks of the laborer or . artisan as a 
person who must live by wages, though he incidentally, or 
rather parenthetically, admits that some men are at times 
employers of their own labor. ' But his law of wages and his 
law of rent do not apply to such persons, except to a limited 
. extent. His theory of labor and wages proceeds on the idea 
of once a hireling, always-in ali things, -ancl exclusively-a 
bireling. He applies the same idea of exclusiv.eness and per-
petuity to the capitalist and the landlord. Thus in bis 
politico-economie kingdom or republic, he sets up bis tbree 
distinct estates-Landlord, Capitalist and Laborer. Tbese, 
he regards _as necessary, essential ever enduring entities, and 
to maintain his argument it is_ incumbent upon hi_m toso· regard 
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them-otherwise his argument fails; goes glimmering with 
other exploded fallacies. . He propòses to preserve these 
distinct estates intact, even after the setting up of his paradise 
of common propertr in land-the only change being that the. 
public shall become the Landlord and receiver oJ rent, while 
Capitai and Labor remain in the subordinate relation which 
they occupy at present. That theory is repugnant to the 
generai tenor of Americafl ideas, and its utter fallaciousness 
is thoroughly demonstrated by American experience, not-
withstanding the fact that it finds adherents in the opposite 
extremes of American society-in landlords, mili and mine 
owners, Communists, Socia! Democrats and some members 
of trade unions. The fact is patent to ali readers ofhistory, and 
all ob~ervers of passing events, that up to within ;i few years, 
the great majority of Americans, whether· agriculturists, 
manufacturers or merchants, were, at one time or another, 
and not infrequently at the same time, employers and 
employes-at once landlords, capitalists and laborers. 'f ()f 
that fact, more than to all other causes combined, v,e owe our 
civil and politica! liberty, our national strength, our materiai 
progress-everything that is wQrth preserving. Outside of 
populous districts and centres of population, the same practices 
prevail at the present time. But increase of population (accorn. 
panied with foreign theories of politica! and socia} polity) 
is gradually, insiduously undermining and weakening the farce 
of these wholesome American ideas. If we -do not speedily 
.adapt ourselve~ to the changed conditi on of a:ffairs, consequent 
, upon increase of population and wea.lth, our grand super-
,structure offree gov.ernment inay be sapped and mined and 
brought about our ears with a crash that will startle t-he 
nations, and cause black despair to enthrone itself in the 
minds of the friends of rational liberty in é!ll quarter.s of the 
globe. 
§ 7. Some years ago Henry Ward Beecher made a 
remark to the effect that the aim of every patriotic American 
was to "build up his little kingdom of a family." That is 
Amei-ican politica! and socia! philosophy in a nu,tshell..:._an 
~ 
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èpitome of the history of the American people for more than 
two hundred years. That was the C€ntral idea at Jamestown, 
at Plymouth Rock, at New Haven, at Charleston, at Phila-
delphia, at. Baltimore-with Puritans, Cavaliers, Catholics and 
Quakers. Our fathers, though disagreeing in -some things, 
agreed in making tbe family the social and politica! unit of 
:America. · Despite the assaults and specious arguments of 
Communism and Social Democracy, may that social a·nd 
politica! unit continue to be recognized through all our 
generations, to · the end of time! • Does not the idea of the 
little family kingdom involve the idea of territorial domain, 
as well as of magisterial rule~of house and land, as well as 
parei1tal authority? Mùst not that kingdom be shadowy, 
indeed in which the monarch has no land on which to erect 
his palace and bis throne? Must not he be a feeble paten-
tate, indeed, who is content to pay tribute to a man of equal 
rank-his moral and intellectual inferior, it may be- for the 
. privilege of living in · the land of his fathers ,? Why should 
not a parity of persona! and family rights be maintained ? 
Why should not that parity be restored wherl'!ver, and when-
ever it has, from any cause been disturbed or destroyed ? By 
parity of rights I do not mean equality of possessions and prop-
erty; for that would be to punish frugd!ity and industry as 
crimes. As matters now stand, I have the right to purchase any 
piece of real ~state that I may fancy if I have the money to 
pay for it, and the owner be willing to se!!. But if half a 
dozen or a dozen men own all the vacant land in and around 
the city in which I live and, refuse to sell to me at its true 
value, or at a price that I can reasonably afford to pay, of 
what value is my naked legal right ~o own a homestead? Is 
it nota shame, a disgrace to American civilization, that corn 
is grown, and cattle pastured, on land (in and adjacent to our 
cities and villages) for which scores, hundreds and thousands 
of men would willingly pay from $500 to $3,000 per acre, tor 
·the -purpose of converting it to higher and intenser uses? 
§ 8. A noted social and politica! philosopher of the last 
century said that the man . who suffers under oppression does 
IO 
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well to submit so long as he is .unable to throw off the yok,e; 
but he is unwnrthy the name of a man who st1bmits to the 
oppressor when he has ifl his hands the means to withstand 
him. So th~ .man who pays rent and works for wages does 
well so long as be is- compelled to do so. fo tha,t way he may 
fay tbe foundation to an independent fortune. large or small. 
It sbould . be the primary aim of every American working~ 
man to be, in a measure at least, bis own employer-fii-st as 
a holder of real estate sufficient to furnish himself and family 
with a home; and, secG)nd, as the manager of his individua-I 
business, whether agricultural, mercantile or mechanical, or 
as a participant in profits as a member of a firm or corpora-
tion. Sucb a man is personally and industrially independent. 
Would it not be well for our country i,f the number of such 
men were greatly increased? 
§ 9. Politica! economists., especially of the European 
scbool, (and that scbool is now powerful in America,) aré 
wont to recur to primitive man, and to base tbeir tbeories 
and arguments upon bis supposed condition and surroundings. 
Tbese men, while rejecting or doubting the bihlical account 
of the creation of man, describe tbe progenitors of tbe human 
race witb a minuteness wbich argues that tbey must bave 
been preser,t at tbe gray dawn of creation-must have par-
ticipated. eitlier as principals or assistants, in modeling the 
first man, and breatbing into bis nostrils the breatb of !ife. 
A patent liniment advertisement, containing tbe picture of an 
ape pouring liniment on bis knee from a bottle held i11 bis 
left band, while rubblng it with the right, says: 
"If I am Darwin's grand papa, 
"l'is perfec:t, don't ·yon see, 
That wbat i.s good for man and beast 
Is surely good for me." 1 
That is tbe essence of politica! economy, according to 
tbe "primitive man" tbeorists. Primitive m_an was a natural 
philosopher, scbolar and statesman. Whatever he did we 
should d :i. That is tbe theory. Adam wore a fig-leaf apron. 
Primitive man held to the tbeory of common property in 
I 
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land-the common right to · gather wild fruits and m1ts, and 
to burrow for wild roots with his uncut finger nails. He used 
stone implements or no implements at all. He clothed 
himself in skins of wild beasts, when he could manage t0 
<:apture the beast. Therefore,· so should we) Ugh ! Moses 
made ''mistakes," it is said; and, therefore, his account of 
the creation of man - is to be rejected as "supe,stition." 
Yet the . asseverations of men who, according to their own 
<:osmogony, carne into the world a million of years after the 
arpearance- of maTI upon earth, a~e to be received as law and 
gospel; and woe unto the "unscientific" rustic who cannot 
discern immutable and eternai ti·uth in the misty utterances 
of thes~ modern Mahomets ! What do we know-what car. 
we know-of primitive man? The North American ludian 
is believed to be the nearest approach to that mystical being; 
.;md in what respect is he better than a brute? We bave to 
do with civilization, not an imaginary golden age~an age in 
which men regatded o~hre as more valuable than gold. 
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PART 1.-CHAPTER IX. 
EVIL EFFECTS OF LARGE ESTATES. 
§ 1. Our inquiries thus far have. demonstrated that .private 
property in land, when coupled with reasonable limitation as 
to area, is not robbery, either historically or ethically_; that it 
springs from compact; that it is in accord with the highest 
perceptions of justice and expediency ; that, in all ages ancl 
rnuntries where it has had a fair trial, the application of that 
principle has heen pre-eminently conduciv~ to private and 
public fe!icity; and that the idea of common property in land 
has generally had its origin in usurpation, war and conquest, 
and has uniformly resulted in governmental corruption, 
officiai pride and ostentation ; in the concentration of power 
in the hands of a few; in great inequality in the distribution 
of wealth ; in depriving labor of its just rewards ; in the 
creation of an order of nobility, titled or untitled, hereditary' 
or elective; in despotism and flagrant abuse of power; and 
in the consignment of the masses of men to ignorance, poverty 
and degradation. 
§ 2. Governmental land monopoly is worsè, even, than 
the monopolization of the soil by private persons ; for the 
great land owner, though possessed of immense power and 
influence, is rwt invested with magisterial or judicial authority; 
neither can he contro! and direct the military arm. · He is 
mea·surably under the contro! of magistrates and courts ; and 
his tenants and laborers may, and som.etimes do, successfully 
withstand his extortions. But suppose thcl-t the government 
assumes the relation of lord paramount-sole owner of the 
soil of the nation-what individuai, or combination of individ-
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uals, can hope to withstand the orders and decrees of the 
ma:gistrates and courts who have subject to their beck a 
milita.ry force of five, ten or fifteen milllons of men? A 
government so constituted and enoowed, though republican 
in form, would be, in fact, a terrible, irresistable despotism ; 
for, be it remembered, land monopoly, whether public or · 
private, tends to the concentration of population in cities, ahd 
to the multiplication of homeless and dependent men-of such 
men as Ccesar and Napoleon moulded into tools of their 
ambition, in the name of liberty and equality. That class of 
men will constitute a majority of Americans of military age, 
within thirty years, unless a check can be applied to land 
monopoly. Let all land be declared public property, and al} 
such men will conceive themselves to be persOnally injured 
and insulted should any man, or number of men, revolt 
against the payment of exorbitant rents, in the proceeds of 
which the idle vagabonds of cities have a real or supposed 
interest. Hence, they would be ready and anxious, at the 
command of government, to suppress with an iron hand all 
anti rent insurrections and demonstrations. The revival of 
the idea of common property in land begins in demagogy-
unconscious demagogy, it may be-and should that idea 
prevail, it will end, as it has always ended, in the utter sub-
version of liberty. 
§ 3. The author of "Progress .and Poverty" [Book vi. 
Chapter I] maintains t-hat "land in large bodies can be culti-
vated more cheaply than land in small bodies, because of the 
i.ntroduction of agricultural machinery ; and that, therefore, 
restriction of ownership or occupancy, will reduce the aggre· 
gate production of wealtl:Ì," and '' tend to dimiF1ish the 
generai · productiveness of labor and capi tal." For such 
reasons, he is in favor of stimulating, rather than discouraging 
the strong tendency towa-rd large farms-the larger the better 
-and toward agricultural production on a large scale, · just 
as manufacturing is carried forward on a large scale, by 
substituting an "army of operatives for many independent 
hand-loom weàvers." 1'he cases are not parallel-not analo-
111 · 
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gous. Machinery can be applied to every process in the 
manufact·ure of cloth, and a thousand and one other articles 
of factory production. But that is not true as to agricultural 
opei·ations'. Mowers, reapers, thr~shers, etc., c~n be profit-
. àbly employed only in the cruder and less intense forms of 
agricultural production-in cultivating and harvesting grain, 
hay and thè like; in producing ,the raw materials of two 
articles of human food-bread and· meat, and even in that 
production machinery occupies a subordinate piace. Bread 
and meat consti tute but a comparatively small fraction of the 
food supply of any civilized people. Our almost infinite 
varieties of fruits, vegetables, edible roots-butter, cheese, 
poultry, eggs, milk, honey, etc.-supply American tables 
with full three-fourths of their burden, though we are, in 
proportion to numbers, the greatest consumers of bread and 
meat in the bounds of Christendom. Machinery can be 
employed to but a limited extent in the production of the 
major part of the food consumed in this or any other country, 
as is shown by the fact that the market value of food con-
sumed anmially by the American people is about $4, 600,-
000,000-the value of the grain consumed being less than 
$400,000,000, and the value of the animai food consumed, 
exclusive of poultry and fish, being less than $600,000, ooo. 
And, moreover, improved agricultural machinery has no 
influence upon the production of fulf one-half of the grain and 
meat produced in the United States, the contour of the sur-
face and the nature of the soil rendering its ~s~s impracticable. 
It is a great errar to · assume that because the owner of an 
eighty acre farm cannot afford to invest· in mowers, reapers, 
steam threshers, etc., he is placed at disadvantage with his 
rich neighbor who can. Such a mm can hire machinery to 
reap, mow, thresh, and garnei- hay, as cheaply in proportion 
to acreage, as can the proprietor of thousands of acres who 
owns his machinery. These facts expose the fallacy of the 
arguments put forward in favor of large landed estates or 
holdings, which Mr. George (in a mon:1ent of forgetfulness, 
perhaps) declared were the ruin of Greece and Rome. 
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§ 4. Mr. George argues that the resumption of ali land 
grants ( or, which is the same thing, the confiscation of rent) 
by the government would work no injustice, so long as the 
occupant of the soil is ''sacredly guarded" i11 his private own-
ership of the improvements-the possessory · title to be 
unlimited in extent as well as perpetuai in duration, subject 
to purchas.e, sale or beqi.;est. Would it not puzzle half a doz-
en Philadelphia lawyers, including the learned Attorney 
Generai, to point out the essential difference between that 
species of title and that which now obtains in ali of our 
States and Territories, save only in the matter of rent paying? 
May it not be that the title which Abraham acquired from 
Ephron the Hittite was of that nature, and that Moses made 
a '' mistake" in not recording the fact? If my right to 
houses, barns, fences, orchards and vineyards is to be held 
"sacred," must not that right necessarily include the right 
to the e:cclusz've contro! and occupancy ot the soil on which 
those improvements stand? What is the difference in princi-
ple between the " sacred " right of perpetuai possession, and 
the "sacred" right o! J ohn Smith to hold private property 
in ' land, the title being vested in him, ''his heirs and assigns 
forever ?" While Mr. George's scheme, if practicable, might, 
work no injustice to forestallers of land, and dealers in land 
'• futures," it would fall with crushing effect upon thousands 
and hundreds of thousands of innocent and helpless people~ 
in both city and country. Admitting the right (~vhich I do 
not deny) of go,vernment to intèrvene to protect its citizens 
against forestalÌing and monopoly, would it be just or equita• 
ble to resort to retroactive legislation, to the passage of ez post 
. facto laws, to deprive a man of that which he àcquired in . 
accordance with the express letter of law-that law having 
been universally recognized and acquiesced in at the time of 
the ~cquisition? Can justice be established in no other way 
than by working iniquity? 
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PART I.-CHAPTER X. 
OUTLINE OF THE REMEDY. 
§ 1. It tequires no ex post facto law, no confiscation of 
rent, no tearing down of the widow's house, tò put a stop to 
land forestalling, land aggregation, · Iand monopoly. That 
can be accomplished without going back upon the fundamen-
tal principles of our government-without doing injustice to 
any human being, high or low, rich or poor. Laws limiting 
the area of land that may be acquired or held by any 
individua!, and inhibiting land speculation and land monopoly, 
can and should be passed to take effect in f~ture. Such laws 
would be in consonance with cnligntened public opinion and 
with the highest "perceptions of justice anci expediency. " 
§ 2. When the question of land ·monopoly, and land 
limitation is fairly presented to the American people, what 
reason is there to doub~ that they will demand the ab0lition 
6f land monopoly by an overwhelming majority-not by the 
confiscati@n ahd seizure of the property of individuals, but 
by the interdiction of suèh things in future. If no man may 
acquire by purchase, gifr, bequest or inheritance, beyond a 
stipulated quantity of real estate, then, as a matter of course, 
al! great landed estates, whether in city or country, must be 
divided upon the death of the present owners, If such a 
law were passed to-moFrow, would not that put an imme-
diate stop to land aggregation, and would not the process of 
land distribution-the multiplication of landed proprietors 
-commence within a few months thereafter? How could it 
be otherwise, since holders of land, up to and beyond the 
lawful limit, could not become purchasers, or if they ventured 
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to disregard the law and make purchases, they would pay 
their money without acquiring title, even .a possessory right. 
Within fifteen years after the passage of such a law the 
number of independent freeholders would be more than 
doubled in ali of the States east of the Mississippi, and in 
Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota and Galifornia-perhaps quadru-
pled in the latter named State, now celebrated for Iarge farms, 
ranging from 10,000 to 60,000 acres each. Thirty years 
hence there would be but few large · 1anded estates in the 
more populous States, and fifty years hence none at all. 
Thus, within the Iifctime ·of a single generation land memop-: 
oly wo.uld be extirpated, without shock or violence, and 
without injustice to any man, woman or child. 
§ 3. It cannot be denied that the adjustment of thè 
details of land limitation would be attended with difficulties; 
but that is true of all great problems of statesmanship. And, 
then, the ju~tice and expediency of the proposition being 
admitted, the adjustment of details will not, perhaps, be 
exceedingly difficult, for " where there is a will there is a 
wày." 
§ 4. It is objected that a legai limitation of landed estates 
wiH tend to lower the price of lanci. Th0.t is true a11d untrue. 
It will, undoubtedly, tend to the destruction of speculative 
va:lues in land, both in city and country, for the reason that 
mere speculators and dealers in land "futures" will be 
debarred of the right to purchase. But limitation on the 
plan proposed will not injuriously affect the normai or true 
value of land, for that is, and always will be, determined by 
the density of population in the vicinity, the advantages of 
location for manufacturing or commercia! purposes, the pro-
ductive capacity ·of the soil, etc.; but especially upon density 
-of population. The striking down of speculative values will 
work no injustice, since, all such values-nearly all la119 
values, in fact-arise from contiguous population ; and the 
holder of more land than he cari utilize or cultivate is not 
'fairly entitled to all ,the benefits of advance in land values 
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consequetit upon the presence of .a dense population, muc~ 
less to the be~efits aris,ing from speculative values, or proba-
ble future advances in price. He can well afford to accept 
the normai òr true· price-a price that will justify immediate 
irnprove~ent or cultivation. That price he can . realize a-t 
;iny time, for the exclusion of speculators from the right o[ 
purchase will ·tend tò ir-icrease rath~r than dimi~ish the num:-
ber of purchasers. There are thousands of people who will 
pay $ I per qushel for apples in a free market where there ar~ 
t.ens and hundreds who are able or willing to pay $5 per 
bushel to a forestaller : and yet the man who has a ''corner" 
on apples may be able to realize $5 per bushel for bis entir~ 
stock ; but that does not prove that apples are really worth 
$5 per bushel, except on the principle that any article or 
commodity is wort:h what it will bring when the purchaser 
has the choice of paying three or four prices or denying him~ 
self the gratifi~ation of his appetite or· fancy. · The same 
principle applies to land values, pwrchases and sales. 
§ 5. The limitation of the area of land that may be held 
by a single person should not be fixed and uniform through-
out the entire country, a state, or even a couhty. . It should 
dep~nd upon population in any given district withou_t refer-
ence to county or state lines. If it be agreed that each 
family in cities and villages should be aUowed an ave1age of 
two acres, then fora city of 60,000 inhabitants 24,000 é,lCres 
would be required-a fraction more than the area of an 
originai surveyed township in the Western 1States and Terri-
torries.. If the land were equaily divided there would be 
I 2, ooo separate estates of two acres to each family of five 
persons. But as many families would, . of choice, confine 
themselves to a quar~er, an eighth, or a tenth,. of_ an ac_re, 
and many other families would choose to own no land at all, 
the maximum holding wi.t~in three miles o( the ce.ntre of the 
city might be _fixed .at, say, ten acres on . or near the outsJdrts, 
and diminishing in q1,1antity to~é!:rd th~ centr~: . Thus t_he 
average could be maintained-an ave_r~ge __ Qf values if not of 
.area. The same principle could be applied to villages and 
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counties, or parts of counties. Agricultural lands might b~ 
graded according to quality and productive capacity. If, for 
example, the limitation be fixeù at i:>ne hundrecl aères in a 
given district, the man who chooses to occupy the first grade 
would be restrided to one hundred acres, the oè:cupant of the 
s·econd grade might own two hu.ndred · acres, òf the third 
grade three hundred, and so oti, the estates being equivalent 
in value, thoùgh widely differing in area. In that way large 
tracts of land now esteemed as "waste" might be reclaimed 
and utilized by drainage, the use of fertilizers, etc. 
§ 6. Mr. George intimates that such a law would be 
evaded, ancl, therefore, inoperative, Such will not- be the 
case if the Iaw be. framed by men who are in earnest. No 
law ever devised by man would be so near self-executing as a 
properly drawn land limitation act. U nder such an act the 
disqualified man would take nothing through . an : unlawful 
purchase. His ·supposed title would be void and be would 
be liable to ejectment at any time. No other man would 
purchase from the holder of an invalid title, and a bequest of 
the property to his children would be a vain thing, for, having 
no title himself he could not . create a val id title in his poster-
ity by bequest. But it is said that rich men would evade the 
law by purchasing land in the names of their minor children. 
That the law should strictly forbid, and àll such transactions 
should be declared void ab z'nitio. No land should be pur-
chased in the name of a: minor child. If a minor inherits 
land wilhin the limitation, very well ; but the children of rich 
men should take their chances with all other children. 
Because a child is born with a gold-spoon in his or her mouth 
that fact should: give him or- her no precedence or adva:ntage 
in natural· rights over a child bor-n in a hovel or a manger. 
All should.have· an equa! chance, and the men and women of 
each generation should be trained to look out for themselves. 
· §-7. We have seen that we have la-nd enough to furnish 
hom·esteads far two hundre·d millions of families:._one thou-
saml millions of people. The advocates of free trade ( or un-
limi,ted ownership) in land argue that because of the abundance 
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of land no present necessity exists for legai limitatic;m, and 
that no such necessity will exist until our population reaches 
200,000,000 or 250,000,000. That argument is unsound. 
Land monopoly should be discriminated against-prohibited, 
in fact-even though population in the older States should 
cease to augment. We bave seen that Ohio has ber propor-
tion of 224,000,000, Pennsylvania of 267,000,000, New York 
3_2 5 ,ooo, ooo and Massachusetts of 7 I 3, ooo, ooo ; and severa! 
other States will reach these proportions within a d~cade. 
So long, therefore, as the right to own land in unlimited 
quantities exists, a large proportion of the people-a large 
rnajority, in fact, in densely p<;>pulated districts-will own no 
land ; and tha't proportion will increase from year to year, and 
from decade to decade. 
§ 8. It is said that demand and supply will regulate the 
v,alue of real estate. Such is not the fact. The law of 
dernand and supply has no application to land, for the reason 
that the supply in any given area is fixed and incapable of 
iAcrease. Not . exceeding 20,000 acres, including streets, 
alleys, etc., can Iie within three mii es of the centre of a city 
of 60,000 inhahitants. An average county contains ab0t~t 
320,000 acres; and if such a county contains 50,000 inhabit-
apts, an equa! division of the land among 10,000 families 
would allow but 32 acres to ea·ch family, or about 150 acres 
to each agricultural family,. and an average of two acres each 
to families residing in cities and villages. If a few scores of 
men be permitted to own 500 or 1,000 acres each of agricul-
tural land, and if half or more of the area of cities and villages 
be owned by a few persons, it follows, of necessity, that one-
half or more ot the families of the county can own no land, 
however desirous they may be to become possessors of 
homesteads. In such a case the demand is great, the supply 
limited, and incapable of increase. The law of demand and_ 
supply is · prnperly applicable to such things as qm be 
increased by labor or importàtion, as cattle, sheep, grain, 
iron, cloth, a,nd the like; for, in such cases demand creates 
the supply, except in times of famine or _gen~ral scarcity, 
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and at sucb times al:1 articles of necessity command .famine 
prices, because tbe supply is· unequal to tbe demand. Land 
monopoly keeps land up to famine prices at all ,times, for 
demand cannot increase · tbe supply, but only increase tbe 
price. 
§ 9. It is not to be expected tbat, under any circumst~nces 
all families will become owners of bomesteads. We bave 
now, and shall always bave, great numbers of persons wbo, 
enjoy incomes · independent of current industry and com-
merce. Such persons will choose to reside in botels aneli 
boarding bouses, and will not care to own land. To these 
may be added sailors and fishermen, together witb tbousands 
of ;heads of families who, for lack of e<::onoll}y and tbrift, 
will never be · able to purchase or build a home, and wbo 
would AOt occupy and utilize land if they could procure it for 
• nothing. Such people-some from choice, some from neces-
sity-must during life be hirelings, dependents upon others; 
but their' children should not be condemned to such a fate, 
but should be' placed on an equality of rights· and op-portun-: 
ities·with all other children. 
§ 10. The· aim should be to make ourselves a né).ti:on of. 
land owners, as near as practicable. Absolute equality in 
land or other property· is wholly impracticable. An approach 
to equality is all that is attainable, all tha~ ·is desirable, 
perhaps. Mr. George [Book vi, Chapter 1] says: "But 
while sub-di-vision of land can do nothing to ·cure the evils ,of 
land monopoly, while it can have 1110 ef.fect in rnising wages or 
lmproving the condition of the lowest classes, its tendency is, 
t_o prevent the adoption 01 even advocacy of more thorough going: 
measures, and t0 strengthen· the exifing- unjust system by inte1est-. 
ing a la1ge1 number in z'ts maintenance." Or, to· state the prop-. 
osition differently; If the entire soil of the country is held by 
a few thousands of men the people may be indu·ced to depriv:e 
them of their titles, and seize all land, or all rents, for govem-
ment use; but if eight or ten millions of families own home-
steads, they will be too numerous and too powerful to be 
overthrown by Communism or Socia! Democracy. Is not 
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that a valid argument in favor of an equitable distribution of 
land? But is not Mr. George's declaration that land distribù-
tion will "have no effect in raising wages, and improving the 
condition of the lowest classes''-that is, common laborers-
wholly unphilosophical, contrary to human experience? Land 
distFibution tends to self-employment; and is it not a rule, 
without an exception, that wages are higher in self-employing 
communities than in those where the whole :population is 
dependent upem a few persons for employment and · subsis-
tence? If operatives in mills and faétories were generally 
0wners of a few acres of land each would they not be meas-
urably independent, and in condition to· demand a fair equiv-
alent for their labor; and would they be compelled, in times 
of industriai depression, to descencl to the rank of common 
laborers, thus overstocking that brnnch of -the labor market, 
and r~dudng wages to the starvation point? ls- it not 
demonstrable that land distribution and consequent self-
employment would tend to mitigate the evils of ruinous 
competition in the labor market, both as to skilled workmen 
and common laborers? 
§ 11. I do not believe, nor affect to believe, that the 
adoption -0f the system of land tenure herein before briefly 
but imperfectly outlined would wholly "abolish want and the 
fear of want," and put an ead to human suffering, pauper• 
ism, ignorance, vice and crime; but I do maintain that such 
a change would be beneficent in a multitude of ways. It 
would bring nearer together the extremes of wealth and 
poverty, give to the great masses of our people a conscious-
ness of persona! independence, give an impetus to industry, 
secure to labor its just reward, and so broaden, deepen and 
strengthen the foundations of the Republic as to reasonably 
insure its continuance for ages, and cycles of ages, and 
make ours, indeed, "the last and noblest empi.re of time." . 
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